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The Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) Government is promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education for creative and lifelong learning. A two-year IT-pilot scheme has been launched among 10 primary schools. The first phase of the current study had reported on the planning and implementation of the schools in the first year of the scheme. This paper reports findings from the second year. All 10 primary schools are studied by a case-study approach. This phase aims to investigate the effect of using IT in learning and teaching. Data were collected via browsing web sites, visits and interviews. The research results show that some schools are optimizing students' opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities.

Acquiring a LCD projector in each general classroom is an important part of the IT infrastructure for promoting the use of IT in schools. All schools are motivating teachers to use IT to improve the traditional mode of learning and teaching by developing multimedia-teaching unit. Schools need to develop teachers' sense of harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice through staff development. It is speculated that school policy plays a crucial role in promoting the paradigm of creative and lifelong learning.
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1 Introduction

Within the nine-year compulsory education system in Hong Kong, students have to learn in large groups with very few choices of school curriculum. Teachers have to teach more or less the same subject knowledge specified in the formal curriculum and approved textbooks. Chances for learners to keep in contact with the real life experiences were limited. Cheng [1] points out that this kind of learning from traditional school experience is an isolated mode of learning. Perelman [2] further argues that such kind of educational management operated by the government is similar to the socialism planning economy mode of operation. It can be surmised that curricular contents and instructional methods that are structured and rigid do not really cater for the needs of learners in the information era. These arguments indicate that the traditional school education system is seriously “disconnected” from the information society. Contents learnt from school education can rarely be used in real life. In this context, the Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) government is promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education for creative and lifelong learning to cope with the rapid changes in contemporary society [3, 4, 5, 6]. A document on the reform proposals of the education system review of the HKSAR government stated its vision as follow:

Students are the focus of the whole education reform. The basic premise is to enable every individual to pursue all-round development through lifelong learning. However, in tandem with changes taking place in the community, our students' learning needs have also changed. It is essential or our education system, including its academic structure, content and modalities, to be duly adjusted in response to these changes [6,
A two-year IT-pilot scheme was launched in September 1998 for 10 primary schools and 10 secondary schools. These pilot primary schools, with the support of US$480 000 from the government, were expected to experiment with integrating IT in learning and teaching with a resultant change in the paradigm of learning and teaching which may empower both the learners and the teachers. A study on the planning and implementation of the first year of the scheme in nine primary pilot schools was conducted by using a case-study approach and the results were reported [7, 8]. This paper reports the second phase of this study. During the second-phase study, the research team revisited the schools and aimed at investigating the changes in the mode of learning and teaching of the pilot schools experienced in the second year of the scheme after the implementation of the IT infrastructures in the first year of the scheme.

There are various kinds of models, which attempt to conceptualise the integration of technology into learning and teaching, for example, the Concern-Based Adoption Model (CBAM), the Planning Process Models (PPM) and the Technology Maturity Model (TMM) [9, 10, 11]. CBAM serve as a diagnostic tool for the technology integration planning and implementation by studying the stages of concerns of the planners. CBAM considers developing items in different stages of the integration plan. It better suits longitudinal research. PPM provides general guidelines on the planning process that emphasizes on establishing a comprehensive administrative framework for the technology integration plans and the planning must address the local situation. PPM is especially designed for setting up a well-organized administrative structure and ensuring the implementation of the plan. PPM focuses on the study of a particular school. TMM mainly evaluates the depth of integration of IT with education through observation, such as school planning and implementation of IT in learning and teaching. It also concerns the daily use of IT in school and studies the effectiveness. TMM is appropriate for the study of the implementation of IT in education of several schools for identifying favourable factors or obstacles.

The framework of this study is derived from the guidelines of TMM. Five main items of the model are selected for detailed study. They are student use, teacher use, curriculum integration, staff development, and school policy. This research will report on the daily use of IT in learning and teaching and will discuss the effectiveness of integration. IT in education is developing at its initial stage in Hong Kong. Schools have limited experiences on integrating IT in education. The experiences of pilot schools can be a useful reference for most of the schools intending to integrate IT into learning and teaching. The findings of the study will be important for promoting the use of IT for creative and lifelong learning in Hong Kong.

2 Research Question

The first phase of the study had reported on the planning and implementation issues in the first year of the scheme. Nine pilot primary schools were studied. This study is the second phase of the research and all 10 IT pilot primary schools participate. During this phase, the research team re-visited the nine schools and also visited the one missed in the first phase. The aim of the study is to further investigate the pilot schools’ use of IT and to obtain an in-depth knowledge profile of the schools’ integration of IT into the curriculum. The core research question of the study is to investigate the changes introduced by the use of IT in learning and teaching with particular reference to the five selected items in the framework of the study [12, 13]. In this regard, two subsidiary research questions are explored.
1. How does IT improve the traditional learning and teaching paradigm?
2. How learning can be enhanced for the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning in the information era when learners are empowered by IT?

3 Research Methodology

A case-study approach was adopted in this research in order to obtain the in-depth profile of the pilot schools relating to the implementation of IT in education [14]. Data were collected via browsing school web sites; school visits and interviews. Table 1 shows the web sites of all pilot primary schools in Hong Kong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Visitors</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Visitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.buddhist-wingyan-sch.edu">http://www.buddhist-wingyan-sch.edu</a></td>
<td>No counter</td>
<td><a href="http://kws.hkcampus.net/">http://kws.hkcampus.net/</a></td>
<td>No counter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Samples of lessons plans of teachers and students' work were also collected [15]. These data were organised and interpreted according to the framework of the study. During the school visits, interviews and site visits to all IT facilities of the schools were conducted. The interviewees included school principals and IT coordinators. In all, ten school principals or deputy principals and five IT coordinators were interviewed.

4 Results and Discussions

The initial research result of this phase of study shows that schools are struggling for offering opportunities to students for creative and lifelong learning by different approaches. This section will report on the development or changes of the pilot schools observed in the second phase of the study on the five selected items. They are students' use of IT for learning, teachers' use of IT for teaching, integration of IT in the curriculum, staff development and school policy.

4.1 Students' Use

All ten pilot schools offered Computer Awareness Programme (CAP). This programme provided software operation skills and basic IT knowledge to students. Nine schools scheduled these programmes in regular lessons. One school infused the awareness programme contents in various subjects according to the nature of the content. For example, spreadsheet was taught in mathematics lessons and word processing and email were integrated in English lessons. Results of the first-phase study indicated most students in the pilot schools might access to the computers only once or twice a week in the computer awareness lessons [7, 8]. Students could use computers before or after school hours, recesses or lunch breaks but students' use was infrequent in the first phase. There is a change observed during the site visits of the second-phase study. Students had access freely to the computing and networking facilities around the environment of some schools. Table 2 shows the location of free access to computing and networking facilities for students in the pilot schools. Schools with more free access locations for students are put towards the right-hand-side of the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of Access</th>
<th>School 1</th>
<th>School 2</th>
<th>School 3</th>
<th>School 4</th>
<th>School 5</th>
<th>School 6</th>
<th>School 7</th>
<th>School 8</th>
<th>School 9</th>
<th>School 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Computers</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Classrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Computers</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor Computers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td>☑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were computers free to use in the general classrooms, computer classrooms, libraries and the corridors. According to the figures estimated from the pilot schools, the home computing access rate ranged from 30 to 60 percent. Therefore free access of computing and networking facilities become an important tool to achieve equity and to promote a school culture of using IT to learn and teach. On average, there were 1.8 computer classrooms in the ten pilot schools. Sixty percent of the schools arrange their computer rooms for students' access besides scheduled classes. Seventy percent of the schools provide 3 to 10 computers in the library for drop-in access. Half of the schools admitted students to use computers in general classrooms. The number of classroom computers ranged from 1 to 4. It was interesting to note that some pilot schools even allowed students to share the only classroom computer with the teachers. All pilot schools allowed students to explore freely on the World Wide Web (WWW) except some of them used filters to bar access to pornographic sites. It could be speculated from the site visits that optimising students' free access opportunities might provide a solid foundation for creative use of the computing and networking capabilities and hence might nourish skills and processes that could support learning as a lifetime habit [16].
4.2 Teachers’ Use

A teacher may need to deliver curricular contents in the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. A teacher may serve as a learner’s counsellor, a coach and a facilitator who extends the intelligence of the students by helping them in the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning in the information era [16]. No matter with which paradigm teachers are working, there are chances that learners and teachers need to share and communicate. The existing class structure as learning group requires support to facilitate such sharing and communication in the general classroom. There is preparation work for teachers to carry out their roles using the computing and networking facilities of general classroom.

Three kinds of technical installation modes were reported in the first phase of the study [7, 8]. They are: TV connection, fixed LCD, and mobile LCD. TV connection needs a TV connector to connect the classroom computer and the classroom TV for display. TV sets are standard equipments in general classrooms. Fixed LCD set up requires the setting up of a ceiling-mounted classroom LCD projector for projection but there is no set up work during routine use. Mobile LCD set up requires the transportation of LCD projector for on-site setting. Some schools provide desktop computer in general classroom while the other provide school notebook computers. Teacher needs to obtain both a projector and a computer to conduct class presentation in general classroom. Table 3 summarizes the number of schools by mode of projection preparation and by type of classroom computer.

Table 3: Number of schools by mode of projection preparation and by type of classroom computer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Classroom Computer</th>
<th>TV Connection</th>
<th>Mobile LCD</th>
<th>Fixed LCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide Notebook Computer for Classroom Use</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide Classroom Desktop Computer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All schools in the pilot scheme provided computing and projection facilities for class use in general classrooms. Teachers could use the facilities to deliver teaching contents through the projection screens or TV sets. Teachers could also conduct interactive teaching by retrieving multimedia teaching units from the Intranet or browsing teaching resources from the Internet. Students could use the facilities to present their project work to their classmates and teachers.

Results of the first phase study indicated that teachers of the pilot schools used the IT facilities more frequently in their workplace for those schools installed ceiling-mounted digital projectors in general classrooms [7, 8]. The second-phase of the study confirmed this case and there was a further development of the trend. Although the cost of setting up a ceiling-mounted LCD projector was expensive, which costed around US$4000 per projector and set up, it was commented as worth for promoting the use of IT in learning and teaching. Teachers showed willingness to use the IT facilities in general classrooms when it was so convenient and easy to carry out their work by using these facilities in classrooms. Table 4 tabulates the findings of the current study on the planning, acquiring and existing distribution of LCD projectors of pilot schools.

Table 4: Planning, acquiring and existing distribution of LCD projectors of pilot schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of LCD Projectors</th>
<th>School 1</th>
<th>School 2</th>
<th>School 3</th>
<th>School 4</th>
<th>School 5</th>
<th>School 6</th>
<th>School 7</th>
<th>School 8</th>
<th>School 9</th>
<th>School 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Existing Projector per School Hall</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Existing Projector per Computer Classroom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Existing Projector per General Classroom</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Existing TV Connector per General Classroom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Acquiring Projector per General Classroom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Planning Projector per General Classroom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the study showed that eighty percent of the pilot schools installed LCD projectors in their school halls for large group sharing and presentation. All computer classrooms of the pilot schools possessed ceiling-mounted LCD projectors for instruction and class presentation. Forty percent of the pilot schools set up ceiling-mounted LCD projector in all general classrooms. The ratio of existing projector per general classroom was 1. The other six schools had such ratio ranged from 0.23 to 0.25. Two schools resolved the problem on classroom projection by using TV. However, one of the schools told the research team that ceiling-mounted projector would soon replace TV display because projector could provide better quality
display and the school had acquired sufficient funding for the replacement. For the other four schools, one of them acquired funding for updating the projector per classroom ratio to 1; two of them were planning for the updating but there was no funding at that moment; and another one of them was designing a rotational plan of the school timetable so that all classes could use the ceiling-mounted LCD projection for a certain day of the week. In other words, nearly all schools recognize that ceiling-mounted LCD projection was a necessary tool for presentation in classroom. This finding indicated that integrating IT into learning and teaching needed the support of the IT facilities and those issues such as their readiness, convenient to use and reliability must be addressed.

### 4.3 Integration of IT in Curriculum

All pilot schools attempted to integrate IT in school curriculum. Data collected from the first phase of the study indicated that there were three ways of curriculum integration. They were (1) interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit, (2) presentation of digital knowledge object, and (3) active learning. Interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit refers to the use of interactivity and multimedia capability of the computer to deliver units of curriculum contents. Teachers themselves develop most of the teaching units. The main aim of this type of integration is to improve the efficiency of teaching. Presentation of digital knowledge object means teachers present knowledge objects such as pictures, animations, or videos related to the curriculum to students. The main objective of this type of integration is to offer authentic stimuli facilitating class discussion. The third type of integration is to organize learners to learn actively when they are empowered with IT.

All teachers and school principals in the pilot schools showed a strong sense of developing multimedia-teaching unit for improving the traditional classroom learning and teaching activities. The general phenomenon is that there was a great demand on the multimedia-teaching units but the supply was scarce. This was the results of the study of the first phase. Data collected from interviews, site visits of classroom, browsing school websites and Intranets, teaching plans and sample work of students from the second phase of the study indicated that the three ways of curriculum integration were still dominant but the proportion of the three types of integration had changed and the ways to advocate active learning were extended. Active learning included not only project-based work but also learning-on-demand. Table 5 summarizes the three types of integration of IT in curriculum. Pilot schools practising project-based work is denoted by a letter “a” and learning-on-demand by a letter “b” in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Integration</th>
<th>School 1</th>
<th>School 2</th>
<th>School 3</th>
<th>School 4</th>
<th>School 5</th>
<th>School 6</th>
<th>School 7</th>
<th>School 8</th>
<th>School 9</th>
<th>School 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Teaching Unit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Knowledge Object</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Learning</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a, b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the current study clearly indicated that developing multimedia-teaching units for improving traditional classroom teaching was still the dominant type of integration. However, there were some further developments. One of the pilot schools stated that they had developed all multimedia-teaching units for the traditional curriculum. This school planned to deliver one-third of the teaching units on its Intranet for students' self-directed learning. The other nine schools required teachers to participate the development by producing some teaching units. Most schools required teachers to develop two multimedia-teaching units in an academic year. One school started to assist teachers to develop web-based learning contents with feedback instead of developing multimedia-teaching units. Another school revised its plan of developing teaching unit by requesting teacher to design storyboard and provide digital knowledge objects. The implementation work would be handed over for commercial software vendors.

The percentage of pilot schools, using the computing and networking capabilities for presentation of digital knowledge objects, increased from twenty to seventy. There were at least two reasons. Firstly, digital knowledge objects could be collected relatively more easily than developing multimedia-teaching units. Presenting digital knowledge object may enhance the effectiveness of teaching. Interview results reflected that knowledge objects were particularly applicable to subjects like General Studies, Art, Music, Physical Education and Civil Education. Digital knowledge objects such as pictures, music and videos allow students to learn by simulation, and learn how to appreciate. They help students to act with sympathy, and may stimulate discussion and critical thinking.
The third type of integration increases even more. The ratio of pilot schools, adopting this type of integration, increased from less than ten percent to seventy percent. These schools encouraged and organized learners to learn actively with IT. There are two types of activities that advocate learners to learn actively. They were (a) project-based work, and (b) learning-on-demand. One of the prominent learner-centred activities was to organize learners to do project-based work. Learners empowered by IT could use tools such as the search engines and presentation software to collect data and present information. This type of integration may facilitate collaborative learning and can polish lifelong learning skills.

Schools found that a content-rich Intranet can encourage learning-on-demand learning. Teachers discovered that learners liked to revise those multimedia-teaching units used by teachers. Two schools provided digitised Educational TV programme on video server or VCD for students’ free access. Students could access these learning resources on demand. During the school visits, it was observed that students began to access schools’ Intranet to retrieve learning resources and teacher’s multimedia teaching units. A variation of learning-on-demand type of activity is learning-on-demand with feedback. Learning-on-demand with feedback attracted learners to learn actively by providing immediate feedback. Two of the pilot schools installed virtual CD towers in their Intranets. Learners could access educational CD-ROMs by connecting to the school Intranets. These CD-ROM learning materials were attractive to students because feedbacks were usually provided and learning pace could be adjusted. Another pilot school developed web-based learning materials with feedback. It was speculated that feedbacks could motivate students to learn.

4.4 Staff Development

Results from the study of pilot schools in the first phase indicated that most schools were organising school-based training for developing teachers’ competencies in using technology for learning and teaching. School-based staff development solved some problems like tailor-made training for teachers of the teaching environment. However, school-based staff development also limited the perspective of teachers on the potential of technology to improve only the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. This argument is supported by the fact that all pilot schools regarded developing multimedia-teaching unit as a prominent part of integrating IT in school curriculum. It was observed that this was still the dominant approach in the second year of the IT pilot scheme. It could be inferred that most schools were adopting the gift-wrapped approach in promoting IT in education by adding technology to traditional educational practice [16]. However, the gift-wrapped approach will limit the development of skills and processes of learner that support learning as a lifetime habit. Therefore it is critical to conduct staff development by developing teachers’ sense of harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice.

Staff development is the key for cultivating culture of learning and teaching. Therefore, teacher’s development on IT competency should not just focus on developing teachers’ IT ability but should also provide space to encourage teachers to redesign educational practices for creative and lifelong learning [17]. It is speculated that organizing staff development by visiting schools with best practices on redesigning educational practice could facilitate cultural shift. This kind of activity may excel the emerging paradigm of learning and teaching in the information era.

4.5 School Policy

All schools attempted to articulate policies to address issues derived from implementing IT in education. The following are the observed common policies of the pilot schools on integrating IT in the school curriculum. Firstly, organizing CAP for students. Secondly, requiring all teachers to contribute in the development of multimedia-teaching units. Thirdly, advocating teachers to share the developed teaching-units within the school. Fourthly, providing computing and networking capabilities in classroom for learning and teaching.

The following are individual policies on integrating IT in the school curriculum advocated by some pilot schools:

- Optimizing students’ opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities of the school.
- Organizing the computer awareness curriculum to synchronize with application for learning subject curriculum.
- Reinterpreting and reorganizing the traditional school curriculum to cope with the changes introduced by IT.
- Optimizing students’ opportunities to access curriculum learning resources.
- Encouraging teachers to visit schools demonstrating best practices on IT in education.
- Encouraging students empowered by IT to do project-based work.
It can be speculated from the last three common policies that all pilot schools are working for improving the traditional learning and teaching practices using the computing and networking capabilities. However, the individual school policies on integrating IT in curriculum reflect that some pilot schools are attempting to establish a favorable environment to welcome the emerging paradigm of learning and teaching. Principals should work with teachers to think and design school policies for such a pursuit.

5 Discussions and Implications

The core research question of the study is to investigate the changes introduced by the using of IT in learning and teaching. This section will discuss the two subsidiary research questions from the result of the study. Firstly, what are the observed roles of IT in improving the traditional mode of curriculum instruction? Secondly, what are the critical factors identified from the study that will enhance learning for the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning when learners are empowered by IT?

5.1 Improving Traditional Curriculum Instruction

Exploring ways to improve classroom teaching is the main concern of principals and teachers in the pilot scheme. Joyce and Calhoun [18] studied the effectiveness of teaching mode on students’ learning for more than forty years. Results of their studies indicated that learning should include both the memorization of factual knowledge and knowledge construction. There is the basic knowledge of the core school curriculum, such as the fundamental knowledge for learning language and mathematics, which need effective transmission. There are also parts of the curriculum that involve conceptual understanding, communication skill, problem solving ability and creativity. Teachers should assist students to learn them by knowledge construction and assist learners to learn how to learn such ability. Traditional curriculum instruction put efforts to knowledge transmission. The emerging paradigm draws focus to knowledge construction.

Results of the study indicated that the use of IT could improve traditional curriculum instruction in two ways. They are interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit and presentation of digital knowledge object. Teachers of the pilot schools reflect that interactive delivery of teaching contents and presentation of digital knowledge object can shorten teaching time and may enhance teaching quality. There are three main reasons. Firstly, context of teaching and scenes of discussion can be displayed in one shoot. Teachers can ask contextual questions or stimulate students to think immediately with the help of the authentic presentations. Time can be saved from wordy description of scenarios or spending time on sticking diagrams on boards. Secondly, adopting multimedia technology and interactivity of computing capability can assist the teaching of abstract concepts. Interactive teaching contents can be easily replayed for consolidation of concept to be learnt. Therefore the efficiency and effectiveness of learning and teaching may be attained with the help of multimedia-teaching units. Thirdly, there are many drill and practice exercises in the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. Teachers spend quite a lot of time on validating answers with students. With the help of the TV sets or LCD projectors, teachers can display answers and check them with students efficiently. Time for writing answers on board or reading answers aloud can be saved. Time saved from efficient teaching maybe used for exploring possibilities of learner-centred learning.

5.2 Possibilities of Creative and Lifelong Learning

In responding to the need of every individual to become a lifelong learner, one of the main objectives of the school IT pilot scheme is to develop students with lifelong learning abilities. “Lifelong learning is a continuous engagement in acquiring and applying knowledge and skills in the context of self-directed problems” [16, p.12]. Therefore, learners in the information era are required to work independently, to possess skills and abilities to learn, to communicate and work collaboratively with workmates, and to work with self-initiatives.

Results of the study indicates that those pilot schools which advocate active learning such as group project work and learning-on-demand will favor learners to meet the need of the future society. IT facilities themselves cannot enhance learning and teaching for the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning. It depends on how the learner makes use of the IT facilities to either learn independently or work collaboratively with their workmates. Establishing school policies, such as optimizing students’ opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities, organizing a coherence computer awareness curriculum to support subject curricular learning, and reducing curriculum content of the traditional formal
curriculum to cater self-directed work, will increase the possibilities to support learners to learn like a lifelong learner. For example, using those expensive classroom LCD projectors as content delivery tool or group project presentation and communication tool will be one of the reliable indicator to illustrate the possibilities of creative and lifelong learning of our learners.

Therefore, pilot schools desire to contribute in the information era should provide not only a convenient and reliable IT infrastructure for learners and teachers, but should also develop a content-rich Intranet and devise appropriate school policy to support and promote lifelong learning. Whether IT facilities can enhance the paradigm of learning and teaching depends on how learners make use of the facilities to learn independently or work collaboratively in projects with their workmates. Devising school policy to promote the emerging paradigm will be a crucial role of principals and teachers. School policy should be formulated from strategies developed by principals and teachers, who rethink and redesign educational practice for lifelong learning support.

6 Conclusion

Five main items of the TMM model were selected for detail study in this research. They were the student use, teacher use, curriculum integration, staff development, and school policy. They formulated the framework of the study. The initial research results of the study show that some pilot schools are optimizing students' opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities of the school environment. It is also speculated that acquiring a LCD projector in each general classroom is an important part of the IT infrastructure for promoting the use of IT in schools. The convenient use principle for acquiring IT infrastructure was proposed in the first phase of the study and was re-confirmed by the current study. All schools are motivating teachers to use IT in order to improve the effectiveness of the traditional mode of learning and teaching. All schools are developing multimedia-teaching units as one way of integrating IT with the existing school curriculum. Seventy percent of the schools integrate IT with the curriculum by selecting digital knowledge objects for presentation. Some schools are struggling for offering opportunities to students for active learning. It is critical to conduct staff development by developing teachers' sense of harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice. Four common school policies of using IT to improve the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching are identified. They are organizing CAP; developing multimedia-teaching unit; sharing the developed teaching-units; and providing computing and networking capabilities in classroom. A number of individual school policies are identified from some of the pilot schools for promoting active learning.

Results of the study show that IT plays two roles to improve the traditional mode of learning and teaching. They are the interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit and the presentation of digital knowledge object. Time saved from efficient teaching may be used for exploring possibilities of learner-centred learning. Four factors were identified from the study as critical to enhance learning for the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning. They are a convenient IT infrastructure, a content-rich Intranet, appropriate school policy and strategies for lifelong learning support. School policy should be formulated from rethinking and redesigning current educational practice for lifelong learning support. This study is still in progress. Further result of the research will be reported after collecting more detail data from the pilot schools.
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The demographic characteristics of Taipei Evergreen College participants were identified. Since females outnumbered males, housekeeping was most often indicated as an occupation. Most of respondents were 65 to 69 years of age, married, healthy, fully retired, possessed a college degree, and were living with spouse with a monthly income between NT$ 30,000 to NT$ 39,999. The students’ attitude toward the Elderhostel program was significantly influenced by two demographic variables: gender and health status. No significant differences were found with age, household income, occupation, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and retirement status.

Reasons related to learning were identified as the most important reasons that influenced participation for both female and male respondents. The majority of respondents felt that the factors presented in each of the statements did not limit their participation. Nevertheless, the respondents in this study indicated that the length of the program, the time program offered, and accommodations were the first, second, third factors in the list. Respondents in this study had a positive opinion toward the Elderhostel program and demonstrated an interest in cognitive growth. It was concluded that the Elderhostel program was applicable to Taipei Evergreen College students but needed to be modified as suggested in the implications.
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1 Introduction

Since the 1920s, the Republic of China (Taiwan) has gradually entered a landmark “period of demographic transition” [43, p. 428]. In recent years, a consequence of the improvement of nutrition and public hygiene, both the death rate and the birth rate have been substantially changed. Studies reported that the birth rate was at an all-time low, and the decline in mortality rates has increased life expectancies for men and women [39, 43]. This shift has resulted in the inevitable phenomenon of an aging population in Taiwan.

From data published by the Human Resource Department of The Council for Economic Planning and Development, The Executive Yuan, one of the governmental branches, indicates that Taiwan will witness a gradual but persistent increase in the average age of its citizens as a result of the extension of the average life span of its population. The elderly population age 65 and over will increase from 1 million (5.2%) in 1986 to an estimated 2.32 million (9.8%) by the year 2010 [8]. Statistics released in 1999 revealed that the elderly population has increased to 1.81 million (8.2%) in the present year [15].

The increase in the number of older people is a general indicator of a country’s scientific, technological, social and economic improvement [19, 40]. In the past several decades, the rapid development in knowledge together with the
radical progress in science and technology has accelerated the changes in society [40]. To successfully adapt to social changes, educators agree that learning is demanded throughout the cycle of life [3, 12]. As Knowles indicated, “Learning in a world of accelerating change must be a lifelong process” [23, p. 171]. Therefore, the growing number of older adults has brought the issue of education of the older adults to the attention of educators.

The concept of learning as a lifelong process is gaining credibility in recent years in Taiwan. In 1980, the Taiwan government set up the Welfare Law of the Aged, which specifies that participation for older adults in society, education, religion, and scientific research should be encouraged by organizations and institutions to enrich the spiritual life of older adults. Accordingly, the extended aspects of the Welfare Law of the Aged have been expanded to the development of educational activities which could make later adulthood more prosperous. The Social Bureau of the Kaohsiung City Government conducted a survey in 1982 to determine senior citizens’ needs and desires toward further learning. The analysis of questionnaire data revealed that 66 percent of older Taiwanese adults were considerably interested in involvement in educational activities. The learning aspirations of older people are distinct, and it is incumbent on the Taiwan government to cultivate the learning aspirations.

Responding to the coming aging society, the first Evergreen College was begun in Kaohsiung City in December 1982, and the Taipei Evergreen College was established in June 1983 [37]. Currently, 20 other cities and counties have joined the Evergreen College network in offering educational programs for persons age 55 and over [38]. A few programs offered focused on literacy education of which the Evergreen College is the chief provider. When the Evergreen College first established, the emphasis was on social welfare not on education. Programs were offered mostly in leisure and entertainment. Since December 1982, the Evergreen College has become the leading provider of educational activities for older people in Taiwan [42]. Due to the traditional youth and occupational orientation, the higher education institutions have never responded to the learning needs of the aging Taiwanese. Evidence confirms that Taiwanese older people are getting ready for higher education; whereas, they are healthier, better educated, and exposed to more educational opportunities than previous cohorts.

Elderhostel is an example of an extremely successful residential program hosted by universities and colleges in both the United States and Canada. Elderhostel was developed for adults 55 years or over who like to have new experiences and adventures in knowledge or social activities in their later years. Researchers have suggested using Elderhostel as a model in planning programs, but research was needed to understand whether the Elderhostel concept would attract the older people in Taiwan.

2 Statement of the Problem and Purpose

The increasing potential for a longer life and the need to cope with rapid social change have made it important to understand lifelong learning as a necessity for participation in today’s world. The development of adequate educational programs in meeting older people’s needs is the primary factor associated with this condition. Much of the information offered about the educational activities of older adults has been produced in the field of literacy education and older adult participation [19, 27, 28, 42]. However, there are limited studies that provide information on older adults as a community of learners in higher education settings.

Although education for older adults has received increased attention in the 1980s, no evidence indicates that older people have been considered as potential clientele by higher education. According to Liou [28], universities have not responded to the needs of older people because of their conventional youth and occupational orientation. Consequently, it is also not likely that older adults will actively participate in higher education. Therefore, the field of education for older adults has not evolved in higher education. Moreover, institutions that accept adult students into the traditional college environments are usually satisfying administrative convenience rather than meeting students’ needs [28]. An institution must gain insight from the nontraditional students (age 25 plus), recognize their special interests and accommodate their unique needs to juggle the responsibilities of family life and work [9, 17, 29].

Given that aging Taiwanese are increasingly likely to participate in educational activities [28, 38, 40], program planners need to be able to speculate what kinds of programs will attract and serve this audience. One aid to prediction
is the inspection of existing successful programs. It is suggested by Kaplan that "...other groups will use Elderhostel as a model in planning programs to meet these student needs. The implications are many in terms of expanding colleges and universities to integrate elders into the university system" [22, p. 43]. The Elderhostel concept works well in the United States and Canada, but it is not yet known whether the Elderhostel concept will attract the older people of Taiwan.

The purpose of this study was to determine the attitudes of older adult students enrolled at the Taipei Evergreen College toward the Elderhostel program and to examine the possibility of using the Elderhostel model of residential educational programs for Taiwanese older adults. Two research questions were investigated: a) Are older Taiwanese adults' attitudes toward the Elderhostel program influenced by the demographic variables in terms of gender, age, health status, household income, occupation possessed, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and retirement status?; b) What is the possibility of using the Elderhostel model of residential educational programs for Taiwanese older adults?

3 Significance of the Study

The composition of population of modern society is aging daily, and the problems of the aged rise correspondingly [19]. According to a report of the Council for Economic Planning and Development in 1991, the percentage of citizens above age 60 will gradually increase from 5.2 percent in 1986 to 8.7 percent in the year 2000. A liberal estimate indicated that the percentage will increase to 9.8 percent which represents an 83 percent increase by the year 2010. These trends suggest that an aging society is inevitable in the future of Taiwan, the Republic of China [15, 40]. Each advanced country has attempted various strategies in working with the aging society. Accordingly, it is pressing for Taiwan to establish a more thorough social welfare agenda based on the needs of older people and to serve the aged by enriching their spiritual life with educational activities.

Education has traditionally been defined in terms of formal schooling [2]. However, an educational philosophy, lifelong learning, is reforming the way Taiwanese people think of education and the way educators think of their mission, which is that learning is a continual, lifelong process, not one that stops at adolescence [39]. Lifelong learning emphasizes the complete development of one's life span, education for the period between birth and death [3, 11, 19]. Although each individual's developmental stages are different, people have educational needs at every developmental stage [34]. Reed [35] stated, "Only recently has the realization surfaced that myriad changes are faced in the later years of life which learning can address" (p. 1). Education is one way of keeping abreast of the world and maintaining a healthy attitude on life.

Under the influence of lifelong education, programs for the aged are being considered by higher education in many developed countries [28]). In Taiwan, owing to its youth orientation, the population served by the university has not been expanded. According to [42], however, Taiwanese older people are getting ready for higher education. They are healthier, better educated, and exposed to more educational opportunities than previous cohorts. Most research with the elderly in Taiwan concerns psychological adjustment, health care, and mental and physical status. In 1985, an academic research meeting was held by the National Science Council, Executive Yuan, with Professor Huang, Kuo-yen as the convener [42]. According to Wu, the primary purpose of this academic research was to study the problems of the aged in the following four aspects: medical treatment, social economics, social welfare, and psychological education. Nevertheless, the emphasis of psychological education is still on psychological adjustment not on learning and education. Therefore, there is a gap in the Taiwanese literature concerning learning and education of older adults. The significance of this study was discussed in relation to an aging society, lifelong learning, educational needs of older adults, and research. Hence, it is hoped, the results of this study will provide a basis for making recommendations for future development of educational programs in higher education in Taiwan.

4 Subjects, Instrument, Pilot Study, Data Collection and Analysis

The study population was comprised of 1,124 adults age 55 and over who participated in the Taipei Evergreen College in 1997. However, due to the absence of 103 students the actual number of participants in this study was 1,021. The
demographic characteristics of participants were identified. Since females outnumbered males, housekeeping was most often indicated as an occupation. Most of respondents were 65 to 69 years of age, married, healthy, fully retired, possessed a college degree, and were living with spouse with a monthly income between NT$ 30,000 to NT$ 39,999.

Data were collected with a questionnaire which consisted of 29 questions, which were factors that influence and limit participation in the Elderhostel program, plus personal information. The survey instrument used in the present study was adapted from an instrument developed by Ostiguy [32]. According to Ostiguy, face validity of the original research instrument was determined by having the instrument screened by a panel of five experts. Three additional questions related to accommodations were selected by the researcher from the basic model of the Elderhostel program [1, 18, 24, 31]. Accommodations was often mentioned as one of the major considerations of choosing the Elderhostel as an educational setting for learning [3]. Therefore, adding three questions on accommodations was validated by the literature. The face validity of the modified research instrument used in this study was addressed during the pilot test and by having it screened by the four committee members. A pilot study was conducted with six older Taiwanese adults to assure that they could understand the concept of the Elderhostel program and to validate the survey instrument. The questions could be completed in ten minutes after incorporating suggestions from the pilot study group.

The tests of reliability of the survey instrument were conducted for all the respondents as a whole and were conducted separately by gender. All the tests yielded high alpha coefficients for the first set and the second set of questions on the instrument. The high Cronbach’s alpha coefficients indicated a strong degree of internal consistency on both reasons that influence potential participation and factors that limit potential participation. The survey instrument was, then, verified to be sufficiently reliable. The researcher obtained permission to work with Taipei Evergreen College. She personally administered the survey to all classes over an eight-week period. Since the public was not informed about the Elderhostel program, the researcher gave a short presentation about the Elderhostel program and showed a ten-minute video before administering the survey.

A demographic profile of participants was generated by calculating frequencies and percentages. Eighteen ANOVA tests were conducted to examine the potential participation and non participation by the demographic variables to determine significant differences among group means. Reasons and factors that influence and limit participation were ranked by means and standard deviations to identify participants' preferences toward the Elderhostel program.

5 Research Question One

The Taipei Evergreen College students' attitude toward the Elderhostel program was significantly influenced by two demographic variables in terms of gender and health status. No significant differences were found with age, household income, occupation, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and retirement status.

Discussion

The present study revealed that females and males differed significantly in potential participation in the Elderhostel program. Females were more likely to participate in the Elderhostel program than males; therefore, gender was identified as an indicator of potential participation in the present study. This finding is inconsistent with Ostiguy’s [32] study with Canadians which indicated no significant difference between female and male non-participants on both reasons and factors that influenced and limited potential participation. Edlow’s [16] study with people participated in the Iowa Elderhostel program revealed similar results as the present study.

The attitudes of the respondents in this study were substantially different in non-participation based on health status. Respondents who were healthier demonstrated a stronger interest in the Elderhostel program than those who were not in good health. Health status was also identified as an indicator of potential participation. This finding supports studies by Brady [4], Brady and Fowler [7], and Ostiguy [32] which reported that potential participation was highly influenced by perceived health.
There were no significant differences found in potential participation and non-participation in the Elderhostel program based on age, household income, occupation possessed, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and retirement status. Ostiguy’s [32] study also found significant difference on formal educational attainment and level of life satisfaction.

6 Research Question Two

The older adults enrolled in the Taipei Evergreen College tended to be interested in the Elderhostel program. Reasons related to learning were identified as the most important reasons that influenced participation for both female and male respondents. The majority of respondents felt that the factors presented in each of the statements did not limit their participation. Nevertheless, the respondents in this study indicated that the length of the program, the time program offered, and accommodations were the first, second, third factors in the list. It was concluded that the Elderhostel program was applicable to Taipei Evergreen College students but needed to be modified as suggested in the implications.

Discussion

The respondents of this study were intrinsically a group of lifelong learners. It is not surprising that they displayed an interest toward the Elderhostel program. The demographic profile of the respondents was similar to the characteristics of Elderhostel participants that were specified by many studies [1, 4, 5, 6, 16, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 36]. The typical participant was a female, married, in good health, well educated, financially stable, was employed and now retired. Both female and male respondents indicated reasons related to learning as the most important reasons that influenced participation. The results of this study support the findings of Ostiguy’s [32] study which suggested that reasons related to cognitive interests were at the top of the list of reasons influencing participation. This may be elucidated by the high education accomplishment level of the respondents. Many other studies [3, 10, 13, 16, 36] also indicated cognitive interest as a significant reason for older adults to enroll in the Elderhostel program. However, in this study, social reasons were additionally found to be important reasons that influenced male respondents' participation. Studies also indicated social needs as the important reasons for older adults, without specifying gender, to participate in the Elderhostel programs [3, 10, 13, 32, 36]. The least important reasons influencing potential participation in the Elderhostel program identified by the female and male respondents were reasons related to escaping from life’s stresses and learning new skills for leisure purposes. This finding is supported by previous studies [3, 13, 32] which indicated that escape, the need to get away or take a break, was not a major reason of participating in educational programs.

According to the findings, both female and male respondents of this study reported problems with leaving home too long, living in a dormitory room, and sharing a room with others. Male respondents also indicated one different factor, do not have time. Leaving home too long was also indicated as one of the major problems in Ostiguy’s [32] study. Accommodations were often mentioned as an important factor affecting older adults' decisions to participate in the Elderhostel program [3].

7 Implications for the Taipei Social Bureau

1. To live with the escalating pace of change, lifelong learning becomes a necessity for everyone including the elderly (Cross, 1981). Currently, only a few educational programs are provided especially for older people in Taiwan. As the number of older Taiwanese adults increases, so does the need to offer more educational activities to meet their learning needs. According to the findings, the respondents seemed to be very interested in taking part in the Elderhostel program. It is recommended that the Taipei Social Bureau affiliate with universities and colleges to offer an educational program which is designed based on the basic model of the Elderhostel program. It must be noticed that the name Elderhostel is a registered service mark in both the United States and Canada, and permission is needed for using the name [14, 16, 24, 35].
2. The programs offered by the Evergreen College are mainly for leisure and social purposes [42]. The findings indicated that the most important reasons that influenced the respondents to engage in Elderhostel were reasons related to acquiring new knowledge. The Taipei Social Bureau needs to remain true to the nature of Elderhostel which is to offer programs related to the cognitive skills (liberal arts) when designing the program.

3. In a typical Elderhostel program participants live in university dormitories and take three courses during one week [1]. There have been exceptions to the model when some Elderhostel programs lasted less than one week while some lasted more than one week. Some host institutions lodged hostlers at comfortable hotels instead of university dormitories [18]. In this study, leaving home too long, living in a dormitory room, and sharing room with others were indicated as problems by the respondents. Based on the findings, adjustments of the length of the program and accommodations should be made more appealing to older Taiwanese adults.

4. In the present study, females were found to be more likely to participate in Elderhostel than males. However, both females and males were likely to participate in the Elderhostel for the sake of learning. It is recommended that the Taipei Social Bureau should offer courses that are truly appealing to older female and male adults. A needs assessment, therefore, is essential to decide what courses in the domain of cognitive should be offered.

5. According to the findings, respondents who were healthier reported a stronger interest in Elderhostel than those who were not in good health. Given 240 (39.4%) respondents were not in good health, it is recommended that the Taipei Social Bureau ensure and strengthen the supplementary services at program sites, such as health, transportation, or counseling.

6. Elderhostel is designed for older adults of all educational levels. However, according to the demographic profile, 195 (32.7%) of the respondents reported college experience. Those with better education may desire to seek an advanced learning opportunity than someone with a lower level of educational attainment. Since the reason, to learn something new, was identified as the most important reason for participation, it is recommended that opportunities for optional advanced study become part of each course.

7. To understand the educational needs and interests of older Taiwanese adults, it is recommended that the Taipei Social Bureau continue to fully support research investigations. The Taipei Social Bureau should consider initiating a research fund to assist the endeavor of expanding understanding of older learners.

8 Implications for Future Research

1. The population of this study was limited to older adults enrolled in the Taipei Evergreen College. The results, therefore, are not appropriate to be generalized to the population of all older Taiwanese adults. A more heterogeneous population with ample variety in demographic background should be taken into consideration. It is recommended that future studies replicate this study with a greater sample size in all the geographic areas in Taiwan.

2. This study is the first investigation concerning using Elderhostel as a model to develop new educational programs for older Taiwanese adults. To be deliberate, further research is needed to examine the results of this study and to provide additional comparative data.

3. A valuable research problem which was not included in this study is the investigation of the other indicators of potential participation and non-participation, such as geographic area, self or familial experience in adult education, and first participation in adult education at what age. Future studies are needed to examine what specific factors can be used to predict potential participation and non-participation.

4. In order to increase educational opportunities for older Taiwanese adults, the investigation of the intention of universities to cooperate with the Taipei Social Bureau in providing new educational programs is in demand. Programs designed based on the Elderhostel model would be appropriate due to the strong interest toward the
Elderhostel program indicated by the respondents. Owning to the unique tradition and culture of each university, a qualitative research approach would be appropriate to provide an in-depth explanation of the intentions of the 45 universities in Taiwan.
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Royal Roads University (RRU) is a four year old University situated on a 640 acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. The mission of the University is to deliver world-class applied and professional programs to Canadian and international adult learners. RRU’s degree programs are designed for the mid-career professional and its graduate programs combine periods of on-campus instruction and semesters of distance education. This delivery model (a) aligns with the needs of mid-career professionals, and (b) is dictated by the size of the physical buildings at RRU; currently only 250 learners can be accommodated on-campus at any one time. At RRU’s Centre for Economic Development and Applied Research (CEDAR) we have developed tools that allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This flexibility provides the opportunity for just in time and just enough information that creates the truly learner-centred environment. These tools are used in several of the MBA courses, such as finance and e-commerce.
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1 Introduction

Royal Roads University (RRU) in British Columbia, Canada is a five year old University situated on a 540 acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. For 40 years the facility was used as a campus for Military officers, and became a public University when the Department of National Defense closed the facility and leased the space to the Province of British Columbia.

Although beautiful and steeped in history, The physical facilities limit the on-campus population to only 325 students at any one time. This forced the University to explore alternate delivery methodologies from the very beginning, and has resulted in an innovative and highly effective model that targets mid-career learners.

The University focuses primarily on Masters level programs which are offered at a distance to learners who are still in the workforce and continuing at their jobs. These students come together for a series of brief residencies and complete the remainder of their degree through Web-based distributed learning.

With busy mid-career learners, several issues had to be addressed. In addition to accommodating the usual issues of time and place, the University wanted to adopt a Learner-centred approach that would adjust for such variables as prior learning level; Learning Styles and use of granular knowledge objects. At the same time, designers were cognizant of the significant body of research evidence that points to learning communities and collaborative discourse as critically important components of any online courseware.

The resulting courseware seemed to effectively combine the best of the highly learner-centred techniques used in private sector training with the collaborative techniques that have proven effective in most successful post-secondary online courses.
Using commonly available web development tools the team at Royal Roads University created courses that are database-driven, and use dynamic templates to easily populate and modify course content. They devised a number of online assessment and feedback tools, as well as innovative “jig-saw puzzle” style group assignments to stimulate collaboration. They developed a navigation system to allow learners a choice of delivery styles to suit personal learning style preferences, and a self-assessment mechanism to help learners move through online material on a need-to-know basis.

Additionally, the system provides easy management tools for the instructors to control and modify content, as well as monitor the students' progress, without needing any knowledge of web page creation or HTML.

The development team at Royal Roads University is part of the Centre for Economic Development & Applied Research, (CEDAR). They are continuing to explore and evolve the understanding of what works and what doesn’t in online learning. At RRU, the team is fortunate to have a “live” laboratory of more than 900 active online students, and a University-wide commitment to Web-based delivery.

In this presentation, we will demonstrate actual delivered courses, present our findings, and demonstrate our course design. We will show how the use of templates and database driven content allows course designers to adjust for variables of learning style, prior knowledge, and level of effort, in addition to time and place.

CEDAR’s methodology is applicable to all forms of electronic distributed learning (EDL) regardless of the delivery mechanism – distance education or classroom delivery, over the Internet or via CD-ROM, instructor-led or instructor-free. Learner-centred EDL courses can be easily designed using commercially available software tools. These tools allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This flexibility provides the opportunity for just in time and just enough information that is demanded by busy professionals seeking a learner-centered environment. These learners have a lifetime of experiences and want a course that is tailored to their needs and takes advantage of their prior knowledge.

Our methodology allows learners to navigate through the content according to learning style. Pre-testing on learning outcomes allows for prior learning assessment, adaptive self-assessment quizzes provide feedback, and technical assistance is built into the course. On-line communities are created through group jigsaw assignments and forum discussions. This allows learners from diverse backgrounds to participate in an online environment that is geared to their individual needs.

Some of our unique features include:
1. Learner-centred approach allows learners to navigate through the material based on their preferred learning style. This is in contrast to most EDL courses which follow a sequential textbook-like approach,
2. Learners can pre-test for prior knowledge. This saves them time as they study only those parts of a course that they do not already know,
3. Self-assessment quizzes allow learners to monitor their progress throughout the course and review as needed,
4. The outcomes-based design of the database allows for the use of shareable courseware objects for different learning needs in different courses.

2 Design and Development of the E-Commerce Course

The development process began with the course designer showing the instructor previously completed courses. By seeing exemplars the instructor was presented with different teaching options that the technology facilitates and allowed the instructor imaginative application of the construction process. (integrating real world/live data, interactive diagrams, and animated examples).

The design and development of the e-commerce course was a three-way communication between the content expert, an instructional designer (who is a specialist in learning styles) and the technical designer. The instructor was actively involved in the course development and provided the learning outcomes for the course. The instructional designers established the appropriate navigation for the different Learning Styles and those navigation methodologies were then tagged into the database templates.

The Web based Discussion Forums were setup and the instructor was given early access. The course
underwent a period of testing before the students were given access and any noticeable glitches were corrected at that time.

3 Student Engagement

Instructional materials are delivered to distance-learners via the Internet or to classroom-based learners via CD-ROM. The primary thrust behind the methodology was to produce courseware that is truly learner-centred rather than content-driven or instructor-centred. The course material is navigated in a variety of database-driven, learner-selected methods, depending upon individual preferences. Students also have access to a 24-hour online support available for any technical problems that they may experience. PDF files or screen prints are available for offline browsing of the course content.

Each course module has a number of self-assessment questions, which allows the learner to measure themselves against the desired learning outcomes for that granule. A learner may choose to try this assessment before working through any of the material, or afterwards for self-formative evaluation of the module content. At the end of the assessment, the learner is informed which areas of the module require study. Learners returning later to the self-assessment questions are asked questions only on those areas incorrectly answered the first time.

The web application allows the learner to optionally take a learning style test that provides information about their preferred learning style. After completing the test, the individual is provided with information about their preferred style and each unit can be approached according to that style. Users can switch freely between styles at any point.

To enhance critical thinking and process skills, and the development of community, the courses have included:
(a) residency,
(b) group jigsaw assignment,
(c) case-based reasoning,
(d) electronic forums, newsgroups and live chat
(e) peer to peer and self evaluation
(f) real-world, just in time articles for on-line discussion,
(g) instructor acting as a guide on the side and not as a sage on the stage.
(h) Integration of real-world projects.

These opportunities provide for (a) immediate transferability to the workplace, and (b) building a knowledge network that extends long beyond the end of the degree program.

4 Lessons Learned

The results of the project were gathered from learners through formative feedback, summative evaluation, and focus group discussions.

In general, it was found that learners reacted positively to
(a) the different navigation styles for the four learning styles,
(b) the look and feel of the user interface
(c) the on-line technical helps,
(d) the internal consistency of links,
(e) the ability to pre-test prior knowledge,
(f) the on-line immediate feedback given in the self-assessment quizzes
(g) collaborating with their peers at a distance, and jigsaw style assignments.
(h) the flexibility of doing the course at a convenient time and place.

Some learners relied heavily on offline reading of the printed material, particularly those with poor connectivity or minimal familiarity with computers.

Some complained that the course required them to do too much on the computer, and they would have
preferred more offline work.

Very technically literate students suggested more use of multimedia in the content. In the finance course, several exercises required the student to use a separate spreadsheet, and it was felt that this functionality should have been incorporated into the online exercise. This can be easily done with the technology that was used.

Some saw the self-assessments as more threatening, (they carried no marks) while most saw them as a tool.

Some suggested allowing the student to mark up the content online, such as with the use of electronic "sticky notes". This suggestion will be implemented in the next course.

Three main lessons that we have learned from this project are:
1. It is possible to produce EDL courseware that is learner-centred and not content-driven or instructor-driven. This results in more satisfied learners who feel that their time, prior knowledge, and learning preferences have been considered,
2. Using off-the-shelf tools save on production time and costs and ensure that tried-and-tested software is utilized,
3. Courses that are database-driven provide opportunities for re-using data elements in different courses.
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This paper discusses adult learners' learning characteristics and how to integrate their characteristics with proper learning theories to make the CAI design more appropriate for adult learners. Three important issues concerning CAI design features are discussed: (1) learner control, (2) feedback and reinforcement, and (3) cooperative learning. Suggestions for CAI software designers about CAI design features and for adult literacy educators in implementing CAI programs are provided at the end of the paper.
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1 Introduction

The computer has been attracting adult literacy educators' attention because it provides solutions to problems which have been plaguing adult education. For instance, it allows self-directed learning. Privacy is also possible. In addition, it provides flexible scheduling for adult learners. However, several limitations exist. One of the biggest problems with computer-assisted instruction to adult literacy education is the lack of CAI designed to meet the specific needs of adult learners. This paper discusses learning characteristics of adult learners, issues concerning CAI design features for adult literacy learners and provides suggestions for computerized adult literacy education.

2 Adult Learners' Learning Characteristics

Summarizing many adult educators' findings about adult learners' development and learning, the author generated a list of learning characteristics of adult learners. (1) Self-motivated: adults have a self-concept of being responsible for their own decisions and for their own lives. They want to be involved in making mutual decision about the learning process. (2) Experienced: adult learners want the learning experience to relate to their real-world experiences. (3) Practice-oriented: adults learn better by really doing something rather than hearing theory only. (4) Pragmatical: adults need to know exactly what the learning objectives are and how they will apply them in their daily lives. (5) Self-evaluated: adults like to know how they are progressing, but they tend to shy away from tests because of the fear of being humiliated if they do not do well. (6) Varied learning style: adults have adopted a particular learning style and it is not easy to change it. Thus adults want a variety of learning techniques utilized.

3 Issues Concerning CAI Design Features for Adult Literacy Learners

Learner control is particularly important for adult learners for three reasons: (1) adults need to control their learning, (2) they may need more time to make decisions about the learning topics and procedures, and (3) their learning may be ineffective in a learning situation with speed constraints [7].

Researchers have suggested effective instructional materials for adult learners should include feedback and reinforcement [2, 7, 9]. Chen [4] also asserted that positive and explanatory feedback had significant positive effects for adult learners' achievement and attitude toward instruction.
The rich resources of each adult's unique experiences and differing contexts should be focused on and integrated into the learning environment [11]. Steeples [11] concluded that, "Learner collaboration not only emphasize a positive, constructive approach to learning but it also allows the knowledge and skills of the participants to be shared with their peers and with others who have similar interests and concerns" (p. 452).

4 Suggestions

1. Design CAI for knowledge application. CAI for adult literacy education is still limited to specific learning subjects, such as language and mathematics. However, the final goal is for the individual to be able to apply these skills to meet the needs for dealing with daily life. CAI designers should expand adult literacy learning subjects from the basic knowledge level to the advanced application level.

2. Develop daily-life-related simulation programs. To expand learning subjects from the basic knowledge level to advanced application level, a more complex learning environment is needed. A daily-life-related program could simulate real world environment, such as food markets, banks or hospitals, and allow learners to experience and solve problems happening in daily life. A tutorial section might also be integrated with the simulation program to provide instructions whenever needed.

3. Apply advanced computer technology. A simulated real environment can be displayed in a video segment or a Quick Time movie. The learner uses the computer to control the video to playback and retrieve information needed to solve the problems presented in the computer. A daily-life-related simulation program delivered by a multimedia system would motivate adult learners and improve their achievement.

4. Consider adult learners' vocabulary ability. Instructional developers must understand adult learners' vocabulary ability and develop easy-to-read text for adult learners to improve their literacy ability in a progressive way. An option for audio to explain program usage methods and important information in plain daily-life language should be provided.

5. Develop CAI for both cooperative and individualized learning environment. When designing CAI software, neither individualistic nor cooperative learning should be viewed as the ultimate delivery system for adult literacy education. CAI programs that can be implemented in both individualized and cooperative learning environments would be more practical and effective for adult literacy learning.

6. Integrate varied software interactivity. The interactivity level of CAI should be carefully determined and designed after considering learners' characteristics, subject matter, and learning outcomes. When drill-and-practice learning mode is needed to help learners master some specific skills, semi-interactive CAI software might be a good design approach. If the learning outcomes are advanced knowledge application, CAI which provides high level of interactivity would be needed.

7. Apply multiple media with adult literacy teaching activities. When a learning environment provides varied learning media to facilitate students' learning, it is called a multimedia learning environment. If a computer-controlled multimedia is not available, adult literacy educators are encouraged to create a human-controlled multimedia learning environment for learners.

8. Let learners decide to learn individually or cooperatively. CAI designers are suggested to develop CAI which can be implemented in both individualized and cooperative environments. Adult literacy educators are also encouraged to let learners decide their CAI learning strategies. Learners can choose to learn individually, in pairs, or in groups of more than two.

9. Help learners obtain positive attitudes toward using computers. Teachers or trainers should avoid jargon when explaining how to operate a computer and access CAI program. Adult education organizations should offer a short pre-training program to help learners orient themselves to a computerized learning environment. Finally, adult learner grouping should pair learners who have never used computers before with learners who have had some computer experience.

10. Provide flexible learning schedule and learning location. CAI adult literacy educators should provide adult learners, who usually have many different obligations, with flexible learning schedule and choices of learning locations when implementing CAI programs for adult learners. This special feature of CAI—always providing organized and uniform instruction—should be fully used and enjoyed by adult learners.
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There are great potentials for the use of computers in the enhancement of teaching and learning in secondary schools, but in some subject areas, the realisation of these potentials is critically limited by the lack of appropriate educational software. Custom development of this kind of software is often not a viable alternative, since such a task is well known to be non-trivial and time-consuming that is frequently beyond the capacity of individual secondary school teachers. As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that vast amount of teaching resources are freely available on the Internet. Such resources are often used by tertiary educators for enriching their teaching, but largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers. This paper reports our experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on teaching and learning with computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of providing practical assistance to computer teachers by empowering them to effectively exploit Internet resources for use in their schools. Our approach is enabling in that it fosters participants’ lifelong learning beyond the contents of the present course, and is applicable to a broader context than ours.
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1 Introduction

For a long time, educators and computer scientists have been exploring the use of computers in education [9]. The rapid drop in hardware price and the tremendous improvement in computing power in recent years have rendered computers more affordable to schools, teachers and students. Hardware is no longer the bottleneck that hinders the integration of information technology (IT) into the school curriculum. There are increasingly great potentials for using computers to enhance teaching and learning at all levels of education. In some subject areas, however, the realisation of these potentials is severely limited by the lack of appropriate educational software.

The development of good quality CAI software is well known to be a non-trivial and time-consuming task that calls for the combined expertise of programmers, experienced educators, graphics/multimedia designers, and others [10]. Such a task is often beyond the capacity of individual teachers in primary and secondary schools, due to their limited time, technical expertise and perhaps monetary resources. More fundamentally, it would not be realistic to require every teacher to develop their own CAI software from scratch for use. This is even true for most university educators. As Resmer [13] argues, “if every professor in a university had to write their own textbook, typeset it, print it, publish it, bind it, and distribute it before their students could use it, [textbooks] would not be a viable learning resource”. Likewise, for widespread and effective use of computers in education, there is a need for teachers to be well informed of the source of available
The Internet promises to be a source of many valuable teaching resources that are frequently available freely or at affordable costs. There are many advantages of exploiting Internet resources for use in teaching. Apart from cost savings, software tools on the Internet are more likely to be kept up-to-date as technology advances, and their evaluation versions could be put to trial use before making actual purchases.

By nature of their work, many university educators are accustomed to the exploitation of Internet resources for both research and teaching purposes [14]. In contrast, these resources have largely been under-utilised by secondary school teachers due to various reasons. Firstly, many teachers are not aware of the existence of such resources on the Internet. One example is the use of visualisation and animation tools that are great aids to program understanding. Although the existence and effectiveness of these tools have been well known to computer science researchers in the field, our experience is that few secondary school teachers are aware of this. Secondly, teachers might not know where these resources are, even if they are aware of their existence. Blind searches on the Internet are likely to be inefficient and sometimes not productive, in terms of the time taken to retrieve useful materials. Thirdly, the use of some resources requires a level of technical competence that a typical secondary school teacher might lack. Finally, some software tools have to be adapted to suit the needs of individual teachers, and without any support or assistance, such tasks could be daunting.

In this paper, we report our experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on teaching and learning with computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of providing practical assistance to computer teachers by empowering them to effectively exploit Internet resources. Our approach is enabling in that it fosters participants' self and lifelong learning beyond the contents of the present course. We believe that our approach is actually applicable to a broader context than ours and therefore would be of interest not only to secondary school computer teachers, but also to teacher educators and teachers of other disciplines at all levels.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the context and goals of our short course. Section 3 provides the background of the subject area: computer programming and visualisation tools. Section 4 describes how we exploit Internet resources for use in the course. Section 5 describes the implementation of the course and the feedback from participants. Section 6 discusses our approach. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 The Teachers Update Course

2.1 Background and objectives

Our university has been organising the Teachers Update Course (TUC) annually as a service to local secondary schools. It aims at refreshing practising school teachers with updated knowledge on the subject areas they teach, and offering advice and assistance on the teaching and learning of the subjects. It serves to show our university's concerns to secondary education, to share our professional expertise, and to promote communication and cooperation between our university and secondary schools.

TUC consists of a series of half-day short courses that encompass many subject areas such as Use of English, Mathematics, Computer Studies, Physics, and others. This paper reports our experience in the design and delivery of the course on Computer Studies. Participants of the course were mainly secondary school teachers of computer subjects such as Computer Studies and Computer Literacy.

2.2 The local secondary school context

In Hong Kong, school teachers are often heavily loaded with both teaching and non-teaching commitments. Typically, a teacher has to conduct six to seven lessons per day, each lesson lasting for 35-40 minutes. In

---

1 One author of this paper previously taught a class of student teachers in a Postgraduate Certificate in Education programme who were major in Computer Studies, and none of them were aware of the existence of program visualisation and algorithm animation tools. Similarly, none of the practising computer teachers who participated in the Teachers Update Course described in this paper were aware of such tools.
addition to such work as lesson preparation, setting and marking tests and examinations, most teachers have to share school administrative work as well as leading students to participate in extra-curricular activities. In recent years, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) has undertaken numerous initiatives to promote the integration of IT into the school curriculum [3]. Since teachers of computer subjects are usually more acquainted with the use of computers than other colleagues, they are often busily involved in the setting up and management of the IT infrastructure of their schools, and they are generally expected to assist other teachers in solving various problems in using IT. Increasingly, there are pressures for teachers of all subjects to apply IT in their teaching activities. Many teachers have to spend a great deal of time after school hours to attend in-service IT training courses [8,9]. However, one common problem they encounter is the limited availability of appropriate educational software, and few of them have the time and expertise to develop their own courseware. Moreover, budgets are limited in schools for the purchase or development of courseware.

2.3 Goals and strategy

During the planning and preparation of the short course on Computer Studies, the following goals were formulated in an effort to maximise the usefulness of the course to the participants:

- **The course had to provide materials that are directly relevant to teaching in schools.**

  The course in the previous year was intended to broaden the computer knowledge of school teachers by providing updated information on multimedia and their applications. As such, the course was organised in the form of a condensed lecture of part of an undergraduate subject, supplemented by demonstrations of the applied research work of our staff in the area. Although the subject materials were interesting, many teachers subsequently indicated a preference of topics that are more directly related to their own teaching in schools. Simply acquiring further knowledge in the computing field was not as welcome as knowing something directly useful for solving the problems they encountered in their teaching.

- **The course had to offer practical assistance to teachers.**

  Considering the heavy workload of secondary school teachers, any teaching resources must be easy to use and demonstrably useful, or they would not be used at all. In selecting the course materials, preferences were given to those that are easily and practically applicable in the secondary school context. This strategy is also in response to the feedback by teachers in the previous year of their desire to learn something that is “more relevant to their teaching”.

- **The course should motivate teachers’ interests and empower them to pursue further via self-learning.**

  The course was a short one and naturally limited in the amount of teaching materials we could possibly provide. Even with a much longer duration, it would still be impossible to inform the teachers everything they had to know about the topic. Moreover, even for the same topic, there are considerable variations in their needs (for example, due to different teaching styles or their students’ background). The same technique useful to one teacher might not work for another. What is more important is to foster their ability to pursue the topics further beyond what we offer, whenever they have the need to do so. Therefore, from the outset the course was designed to “have an empowering or enabling effect on the participants” [9]. We hoped that the course could enable school teachers to acquire what they need via self and lifelong learning.

Setting the right goals was important, but the real challenge was how to achieve these goals within a few hours of contact with the participants. We now outline our strategy as follows. Firstly, we selected a topic that would likely interest most computer teachers: computer programming and algorithms. This topic is clearly directly related to their teaching. Secondly, we collected useful information and software tools for the enhancement of teaching and learning of this topic. Most of these resources were originated from overseas and would be hard to access were they not put on the Internet. Thirdly, among them, we selected only those information and software tools that were judged to be practically useful in the local secondary school context. Finally, we demonstrated to teachers how they could have found and utilised these resources on their own through the Internet.

In retrospect, we believe that although the first step (topic selection) is important in ensuring the relevance
of the course, it is our approach in the remaining steps (use of the Internet resources) that would have more profound influence to the participants. Our approach will be discussed in detail in Section 6. Meanwhile, we briefly introduce the subject area in Section 3 and then elaborate on what we did in the course in Sections 4 and 5.

3 Computer programming and visualisation tools

3.1 Computer programming as a common major part of many computing curricula

Computer programming and algorithms is usually considered a significant and fundamental component in undergraduate computer science education [6]. In most universities, introductory programming and the design of elementary algorithms are the first courses that a computing major undergraduate student has to take (unless these courses were exempted due to credit transfer or advanced standing). Elementary programming courses are also frequently offered as electives to non-computing students with a broad variety of backgrounds [10].

At the secondary school level, computer programming is historically the major component of a typical computer subject. Although the emphasis of learning programming has now been reduced as compared to the past, there is, arguably, still a place for it to be included in the secondary school curriculum. In Hong Kong, both the Computer Literacy subject (offered to almost all junior secondary students) and the Computer Studies subjects (offered as electives to senior secondary students) include programming as a major part of the curriculum [2].

3.2 Difficulties of teaching and learning computer programming and algorithms

The teaching of computer programming and algorithms presents a great challenge to educators at both the secondary level and the tertiary level [15]. To understand a computer program or an algorithm, the student needs to have a good understanding of the internal execution model of computers, as well as the dynamics of variables, data structures and control flows in the algorithm [7]. Such concepts are abstract in nature and could be difficult to even novice programmers [16], let alone non-computing major undergraduates and secondary school students. Indeed, according to our survey to secondary school teacher participants of our short course, about 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the hardest topics to teach.

There is usually considerable overlap between the contents of a computer subject in a secondary school and those of a first year course on computer programming in a university. As such, the difficulties encountered by secondary school teachers are in many ways similar to those faced by the professors in universities, as far as the teaching of basic computer programming and elementary algorithms is concerned.

Nevertheless, usually only the academically more capable students will enter universities. As a whole, the secondary school student population is less mature in intellectual development and more diverse in their academic ability. Compared with university students, many of the secondary school students tend to be less motivated and less capable of independent learning; they normally require more guidance in their studies.

Secondary school teachers are generally less well informed and possess far less resource under their disposal than university educators. To our knowledge, a great deal of research has been done in many universities to address the difficulties in learning computer programming and algorithms [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Unlike universities, however, secondary schools seldom have the resources and expertise to perform similar work to solve their problems. In fact, they might not be aware of such research activities. Our approach in the course is to facilitate the use of university resources on the Internet by secondary school teachers to solve their own problems.

3.3 Program visualisation and algorithm animation

Program visualisation refers to the use of graphical artifacts to represent both the static and dynamic aspects of a program [11]. Algorithm animation portrays the dynamics of the execution of an algorithm by means of animation tools [7]. Educators and researchers have long believed that visualisation and animation are useful in helping students understand the abstract concepts and dynamics involved in computer programming and
algorithms [15]. It is believed that visualisation and animation tools help the learners by displaying in concrete form the mental model of the execution of computer programs. Indeed, many universities worldwide have been actively researching and experimenting with the use of visualisation and animation tools. As a result, a variety of such tools have been developed for different purposes [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Many experimental results have been reported that favour the use of such tools for enhancing program understanding [6,7,15].

4 Exploiting Internet resources for useful educational software tools

Despite years of active research, program visualisation and animation tools are still not widely used in secondary schools, and few such tools designed for teaching and learning are available commercially. As discussed in Section 2.2, it is often impractical for secondary schools to develop their own tools.

As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that many program visualisation and algorithm animation tools have been developed as results of research work in various universities. Even though some tools have been developed mainly for demonstrating the research ideas and therefore might not have as many features as commercial software, most have been designed for teaching and learning. More importantly, they are usually available for free and easy access through the Internet for educational purposes. To our judgment, there are great potentials of utilising such tools in enhancing teaching and learning in secondary schools.

The idea of utilising research tools on the Internet for enhancing secondary school education is obviously appealing and has many advantages over acquiring similar tools by other means. We shall discuss these further in Section 6. However, before being convinced of the practicality of this idea, we had two concerns. Firstly, although these tools had been successfully applied in the tertiary education context, would they be useful in secondary schools as well? Secondly, would secondary school teachers be competent enough to make use of these tools that have originally been designed for use by tertiary educators who are technically more proficient?

To develop this idea further, we set out to evaluate the practicality of using Internet resources as teaching and learning aids in secondary schools. As program visualisation and algorithm animation do not fall into our own research areas, we started our search from only the scarce information that we had. Beginning with the Web sites of two well known researchers in these areas that we incidentally came across and made note of a few years ago, we followed links over links, and so on. It turned out that there was little difficulty in the search of relevant Internet resources. The more tedious and time-consuming task was to evaluate the contents of these resources one by one. Even so, within a few weeks’ time, we were amazed to have collected and evaluated almost a hundred sites of related interest! These resources range from the innovative use of common spreadsheet software by researchers in the University of Helsinki [12], to ambitious laboratory projects such as the DYNALAB project of Montana State University [1], and university students’ research projects such as Jeliot [5].

We selected and evaluated the resources according to several criteria: (1) relevance in content and level to the syllabus of secondary school computer subjects, (2) accessibility, (3) flexibility (customisability), (4) software and hardware requirements, (5) difficulty in technical content, (6) ease of setup and customisation. After evaluation, we decided to recommend about 30 web sites. The contents of these web sites range from ready-made animations of common algorithms, to downloadable program visualisation tools that support both forward and backward execution [1], and even online animation of user-defined algorithms using customisable ‘actors’ in a ‘theatre-like environment’ [5].

Through the process of selection and evaluation, we are increasingly convinced of the practicality of our approach. Many of the tools we found could be effectively used by people with some elementary knowledge of computer programming and concepts of program visualisation. Our participants were computer teachers who clearly possess knowledge of the former but not necessarily the latter. Therefore, part of our short course was to explain the program visualisation concepts and how they could be useful to aid program

2 Although most commercial program development environments do provide some limited facilities such as the display of the contents of variables during program execution, these are primarily designed to aid software development (particularly to aid debugging) by programmers. These facilities are not targeted to beginner learners and usually not well suited for the purpose of teaching and learning.
understanding.

5 Course implementation and feedback

Our course began with discussions on the common problems in developing CAI software. Then we introduced various sources from which useful CAI software could be obtained freely or at nominal costs for topics in computer subjects in general. These sources included higher educational institutions, students pursuing higher education, professional educational bodies, textbook publishers and others. The use of these Internet resources was more straightforward and requires no further elaboration other than the provision of pointers.

Next, we introduced the concept of utilising program visualisation techniques for the enhancement of teaching and learning, and the corresponding selected Internet resources. For ready made animation tools that were straightforward to use, we simply provided pointers and made two representative demonstrations, leaving the participants to try and pursue the tools at their own pace after the course.

A few selected tools, however, were introduced in much more detail. These tools have one or more of the following characteristics: (1) they were technically more advanced; (2) they could be used in several ways to suit different educational purposes; (3) they had features that were particularly useful or illuminating; (4) their designs were based on notions that were innovative and less obvious to understand but practically very useful. Fortunately, the participants were mainly computer teachers whom could be safely assumed to possess the necessary programming skills and concepts to perform the required customisations. Were we to simply show the links of these resources, it could be difficult for them to tap the potential benefits of these tools effectively.

The participants were so interested in the selected Internet resources that the course was substantially overrun. At the end of the course, participants were requested to complete a questionnaire about their background (for planning of future courses) and about how well they felt the course had been organised (for evaluation of the present course). Some of the statistics obtained are as follows:

1. About 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the hardest topics to teach.
2. About 90% of the respondents agreed (with 26% strongly agreed) to the statement that “I will try to make use of the course materials at school when appropriate”. None disagreed; the rest were undecided.
3. About 87% of the respondents agreed that the course was useful to them; none disagreed and the rest were neutral. The same number of respondents agreed that they were satisfied with the course. Some felt that the course could have been improved by extending the duration to allow more time for further discussions.
4. All respondents agreed that the demonstration of the Internet resources for teaching was the most useful part in the course.

6 Summary and discussions

6.1 Characteristics of our approach

We began with the ideas that program visualisation tools are useful for learning computer programming, but such tools are not widely known, of limited availability and hard to develop by secondary school teachers themselves. Yet Internet resources abound that could be effectively exploited for use in secondary schools. As researchers in the university, by nature of our work we are usually better informed with the availability of such resources and the advancement of the latest technologies. In planning and designing the short update course for teachers, we positioned ourselves as mentors in the search of relevant teaching resources. We aimed at offering practical assistance to secondary school teachers by providing the source of relevant information on the Internet, by demonstrating the potential benefits of utilising such information, and by guiding them through the solutions to the technical problems that might arise in utilising such information. We attempted to motivate the interests of participants, to help them overcome the initial barriers (that is, to make “jump start”) so that they could eventually help themselves exploit the vast potentials of Internet resources via self and lifelong learning. Incidentally, in so doing, we have exemplified our course as an alternative model of “teaching in the information age” in which teachers serve more like a mentor than an
Our approach is characterised in several ways which distinguish it from that of a traditional teacher education course. Firstly, our goal was modest yet pragmatic in trying to address a specific but real problem that a typical secondary school computer teacher encounters daily: the difficulties of teaching computer programming. Secondly, we demonstrated to the participants how Internet resources could be effectively and practically utilised for addressing their problems. What is even more distinctive is the recommended use of tools developed by researchers with the latest software technologies of the field for use in tertiary education. We have argued that both tertiary educators and secondary school teachers share many common problems that call for similar solutions. Secondary school teachers could learn a great deal from the experience of educators in universities when dealing with their common problems. Finally, the course was designed to be enabling and empowering, with the explicit a priori goal that participants could pursue the subject further via self and lifelong learning.

6.2 Reflections and discussions

On completion of the course with encouraging feedback from the participants, we reflect on the factors contributing to our success. We note that a key factor is our decision to take advantages of the use of selected Internet resources, especially those from universities worldwide. Firstly, these resources are easily accessible to teachers and students alike, as long as they are connected to the Internet. The ease of access also minimises the problems that might occur in the distribution and installation of custom developed or commercial software. Moreover, the use of educational tools on the Internet is cost-effective. Many of these tools have been demonstrated to be effective through their use in universities. They are typically designed by computer scientists for demonstrating the advantages of applying their research ideas in education, and have subsequently been experimented and evaluated for continuous enhancements, with such evaluations adequately documented in their research papers. More importantly, they are available freely or at affordable costs. Cost is often a critical factor determining whether an educational software tool will be widely used in secondary schools, as resources at their disposal are usually fairly limited.

Some of the software tools we recommended were developed as prototypes with source codes publicly available [12]. They are usually based on sound theoretical principles and accompanied by technical or educational papers describing the theory and implementation in detail. Teachers may customise these tools to suit their specific needs that might vary due to differences in teaching styles, objectives, and students' backgrounds. They may choose to use the whole or part of the tool, or write small program components to be integrated with these tools. For computer teachers who are acquainted with and probably interested in writing programs, such "lightweight customisation" is usually easier and more feasible than building a complete CAI system from scratch. Customisation by users is not normally adequately supported by commercial software that comes with no source code and only limited documentation such as operational guides.

Technologies and knowledge have been advancing very rapidly. On the Internet, new resources keep emerging as results of continuous research by academics who explore the latest technologies for the enhancement of teaching and learning. An example is the experimentation of using 3D visualisation, multimedia and virtual reality technologies in education as they emerge [4]. Teachers who are well informed of such activities through self-learning on the Internet will be in a better position to make use of the latest research results and technologies for continuous improvements to their teaching and learning in ways that are not otherwise possible.

The use of research tools for teaching and learning is not without problems. However, most of these problems would not be deterrent; they could be solved or avoided. Other problems are present in the use of other sources of educational software anyway. For instance, research tools are often imperfect, with some functionality not fully implemented; but as long as the implemented features are considered useful, the tools can be used in part rather than in full. There might be a lack of instant technical support, but many researchers who develop the prototypes are keen to collect feedback, as these might be crucial for their continuous research work. Inevitably, frequent revisions might occur to these tools for research purposes, but if the teacher finds an earlier version useful, that version could be downloaded and kept for use instead of relying on its availability at the source.

7 Conclusions
University educators possess the necessary resources, expertise and freedom to fulfil their roles of performing experimentation and researches, and producing prototypes to demonstrate the usefulness of their innovative ideas. In comparison, secondary school teachers are too occupied with teaching activities and other professional commitments. Most teachers cannot afford the purchase of expensive commercial software for teaching, nor do they generally have the capacity of developing appropriate educational software on their own. Success of integrating IT in the school curriculum is critically determined by the availability of easy-to-use and adaptable tools that satisfy the diverse needs of teachers and students of a variety of backgrounds in different contexts.

The Internet has provided a medium on which tertiary educators can make their resources and experience publicly available to be shared by all, including secondary school teachers. Around the world, numerous tertiary educators have gladly done so as part of their service to the community. Unfortunately, such resources are largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers, due to reasons such as the lack of knowledge and technical competence. For computer teachers, these barriers are relatively easy to overcome, as long as appropriate support and assistance is provided. For teachers of other disciplines, more help might be required. Ultimately, secondary school teachers have to learn, adapt and use these resources by themselves, and to keep themselves updated via self and lifelong learning to respond to the rapid changes that the world has been undergoing.

In this paper, we have reported our experience in the design and delivery of a short course that has progressed towards this direction. Our course also exemplifies itself as one possible model of "teaching" as "facilitating the self and lifelong learning of the participants". Most tertiary educators have now become regular users of Internet resources for enhancing their teaching and learning. It should not be long before secondary school teachers have to follow suit. What we have contributed is but a small part of the continuing collaborative effort to empower teachers to use IT effectively in secondary schools, and ultimately to better education of our younger generations.
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This paper concerns the use of dialogues in student learning and how such dialogues can be captured for subsequent use by other learners. The process of learning by observing another person’s learning is known as vicarious learning. The paper begins by discussing the movement towards more flexible types of learning and the belief by many that traditional dialogue has been omitted from a lot of today’s courseware. Dialogue can be considered as one of the stages in the learning cycle and to support it there is a need to create tertiary courseware, this being the third stage in the cycle. Some of the research that has taken place into vicarious learning is described and this has shown that it has some benefit to learning and also produces positive feelings in students of being part of a learning community. Finally the vicarious learning resources that have been produced within a software development course at Edith Cowan university using a dynamic screen capturing tool are discussed together with a possible dissemination system.
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1 Introduction

Universities and colleges today have record numbers of students and yet the cost being spent per student is steadily decreasing as budgets are cut and universities become ever more competitive. One of the consequences of this is that many managers are turning to the Internet as a means for delivering courseware to students in a supposedly cost-effective manner. Students are also demanding more flexible learning with learners being able to learn when they want (frequency, timing, duration), how they want (modes of learning), and what they want (that is learners can define what constitutes learning to them) [14].

The situation has therefore arisen that students spend more time away from a traditional campus and technology is being used to provide the necessary flexibility with computer networking empowering connectivity and communication, allowing synchronous and asynchronous one-to-one and one-to-many communication [13]. However, such technology does not necessarily support some of the learning situations that are necessary in higher education. Laurillard [6] points out that learning in many educational contexts, particularly in higher education, requires learning about descriptions of the world, knowledge derived from someone else's experience, and from understanding someone else’s arguments. She states that:

We cannot claim to have sorted out once and for all what students need to be told if they are to make sense of topic X. No matter how much detailed research is done on the way the topic is conceptualised, the solution will not be found in new ways of putting it across. The new way of telling may sort out one difficulty, but it may well create others. All we can definitely claim is that there are different ways of conceptualising the topics we want to teach. So all we can definitely conclude is that teachers and students need to be aware of those differences and must have the means to resolve them.

The main way this has been done in the past has been by students participating in dialogue with fellow students and their tutors. We do have email and synchronous "chat" available to support dialogue to some extent but it may well be argued that this is insufficient to support the above.
2 The Learning Cycle

Dialogue can be considered as a crucial part of the learning cycle [9]. The cycle is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1: The Learning Cycle](image)

It can be considered to comprise:
- conceptualisation which comes from interacting with the primary content and relates to a learner's current state of understanding.
- construction and the use of knowledge occurs with the use of secondary courseware tools such as concept mappers. It involves picking out particularly relevant material, putting the information together in ways which have meaning for the learner, and relating old and new material into a coherent whole.
- dialogue which involves the testing of understanding and can possibly be facilitated with tertiary courseware.

Mayes et al [9] suggest that the third section of the learning cycle, dialogue, can itself be broken up into three stages, these being discussion, reflection and reification. Mayes et al agree with Laurillard that discussion is fundamental to effective education and that a deep understanding is promoted far more effectively and efficiently during discussions. Reflection has always been thought to be an important aspect of learning and can be considered as the testing of new knowledge against the schemata that hold our existing knowledge. And finally reification is a term put forward by Mayes et al and concerns the structuring of newly acquired knowledge into a new object of thought integrated with other knowledge.

The question then arises as to what sort of tertiary courseware can be produced and utilised to support the dialogue aspect of the learning cycle bearing in mind that the material will have to be used in flexible learning environments. One particularly interesting line of research has been into recording of discussions and making them available to other students in a flexible mode. This concept is known as vicarious learning where this is defined as [2]:

*The potential benefit to learners of being able to observe or 'listen in' on experts or their peers as they discuss a new topic.*

The following can be considered to be vicarious resources:
- Frequently asked questions (FAQs). Here students can learn from the answers to typical questions posed by other students.
- Listservers. These promote vicarious learning as students receive the text dialogues that take place between various subscribers. The term “lurker” is often used for the person who does not participate in dialogues but prefers to simply observe.
- Bulletin boards. These provide the means for asynchronous dialogues and again can be used by "lurkers".
- Chat rooms. These provide the means for synchronous dialogues.

3 Research into Vicarious Learning

Research initiatives are in two main areas, the first attempting to determine if vicarious learning is of benefit to students and the second looking at how such dialogues might be made available as tertiary courseware for re-use by other students.
There are several interesting questions that might be worthy of investigation in the first area. Cox et al [2] suggest that we need to determine who are useful models for the vicarious learner, experts or novices. It might be better to observe experts as skilled behaviour would hopefully be modelled in a clear way, although this is not of course always true as many experts find it difficult to make their knowledge explicit. It could be argued that student—student dialogues would be better to observe as the observing student would be better able to identify with other students. Also the students participating in the dialogue might use more appropriate language and also ask questions of each other that they may not have wished to ask their tutor. Cox et al also point out that observing unskilled behaviour may also prove to be of benefit as the observing student would determine from the dialogue what sort of errors to avoid without having to make those errors themselves. Also of course, the dialogue type to observe may depend on the type of student who is the observer. It might be more appropriate for a strong student to observe experts and for a weak student to observe novices.

In one particular piece of research on vicarious learning [7] benefits were found that were both cognitive, with an increase in knowledge and understanding in the particular curriculum area, and social with exposure to peer discussion creating positive feelings of being part of a learning community.

Lee et al [7] carried out research within an on-line Masters level course in Computers in Teaching and Learning. They created task-directed discussions (TDDs) in order to capture good learning dialogues amongst students and to overcome the "barriers of silence" that might otherwise occur. Over 30 hours of discussions among students, and between students and a tutor (the expert), using the TDDs were videoed.

An architecture called the Dissemination System (DS) was created from primary instructional materials and integrated clips taken from the videos. The DS allows a multimedia database of video and audio clips, text transcriptions, and annotated graphics to be integrated with primary expository teaching material and delivered via the Web. The system was then used in an experiment to investigate the vicarious resources in a controlled laboratory setting.

The experiment used a section of the course on Models of Learning with Technology. Two sets of learning materials were created, the first comprising primary learning materials (approximately 45 web pages) and the second comprising both primary learning materials and an integrated set of vicarious learning resources. The vicarious resources had been obtained from the videoed dialogues and comprised 108 video clips, 13 audio clips, 43 text transcriptions, and 27 audio annotated graphics. The resources were accessible by either clicking on highlighted keywords or by a search mechanism.

Two groups of students took part in the experiment, one using only the first set of learning materials whilst the other used the second set of learning materials which included the vicarious resources. The conclusions that Lee et al drew from the experiment were that there were some benefits in learning and substantial positive changes in attitudes and discussion behaviour for the students who used the vicarious learning resources. The researchers also make the point that although some people claim that learning can only take place when students are personally engaged in discussion, the evidence suggests that observing peer dialogues can, on the contrary, provide a useful source for learning, both cognitively and socially. The researchers have in fact suggested that such vicarious learning may sometimes be more beneficial than being a participant, depending on the state of the learner [11].

The web based materials used in the experiment are available at http://www.herc.ed.ac.uk/VicarTT/. They are fairly slow to download from the Web but realistically they could be put onto a CD ROM for use with distance learners. The audio dialogues that are available are played whilst a static graphical image is displayed to the learner. Such a dialogue concerns the graphic being displayed and I felt that something was lost in this type of dialogue and that it would have proved to be more useful and meaningful if objects on the graphic could have been "pointed to" in order to draw the observer's attention to the important aspects of the graphic.

4 Creation of Vicarious learning Resources with Dynamic Screen Capturing Tools

During the summer school of 1998 at Edith Cowan University, I made use of Lotus ScreenCam for student-tutor dialogues within a Software Development unit. Between lectures and laboratory sessions, students had
no contact with me as I was off campus, however I did have access to email at home enabling students to send me ScreenCam movies of any programming problems that they were having. In addition to movies, students would also send the programming code enabling me to use this when making a "reply" movie. An example of a screenshot taken from a movie, which was sent to me by a student, is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2

The movie had several text captions and concerned a problem that this student was having with passing arrays to subprograms in Visual BASIC. A screenshot taken from the movie, which I made and subsequently sent back to the student, is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3

The screenshot in figure 3 includes a text caption that has nothing to do with the original student problem. It
is the sort of comment that I would make if I were looking at the code that a student had produced in a laboratory session. In the rest of the movie, I was able to make suggestions on how to overcome the original problem and I also included a captioned comment about the lack of comments within the student's programming code. By using ScreenCam, I had been able to engage in a richer asynchronous dialogue with the student than I would otherwise have done by conventional means. In addition, as a side effect, I was building up vicarious learning resources for use in future semesters.

In addition to capturing asynchronous dialogues as described above, Lotus ScreenCam can be used to provide rich feedback to students on their assignment work. Simple "low-tech" audio tapes have been used in student feedback [1] and it is suggested that such feedback adds a social dimension to the commentaries with the tutor being able to talk personally to each student, whereas written comments lacked context and sounded impersonal.

I produced a set of such movies for the small group of campus-based students that were involved in the 1998 summer school session mentioned earlier. Each week the students attempted a small programming problem and handed in the relevant programming code together with a small text-captioned movie explaining their program. I then made a feedback movie for each student. Each feedback movie had audio commentaries to keep the production time to a minimum and the movies were placed onto ZIP disks that had been provided by the students. I was able to go through the programming code on the screen, highlighting areas of interest with the cursor whilst making comments and in addition run the student programs with a variety of data whilst passing comments about both the good and the bad points of the programs.

The sets of movies that the students handed in and that I produced have now become another vicarious learning resource for use by students in subsequent semesters. Each week, students are given a small programming problem to attempt and they can then use the movies to view the student - tutor interactions for a similar programming problem. In practice, students have commented on how useful they have found these resources. Feedback was elicited on-line and some of the comments follow:

- I found it helpful and interesting in giving clear visual instructions or explanations.
- All the other students solutions were very helpful. And they were informative.
- Only used the movies once, but they do provide a good resource for students experiencing difficulty.
- Pick up other students mistakes.
- Always forgot how to get to them
- Probably slack, but using the sound was too much hassle.

5 Delivery Mechanisms for Vicarious Resources

The last two student comments above indicate that there is a need for some form of technological delivery mechanism for the vicarious resources that have been produced that is simple and easy to use. Students need to be able to quickly find movies that are appropriate for the programming problem that they are attempting and then view the movie. We have experimented using the Web to deliver the movies however this has been a problem as movies with audio are of the order of 1MB in length per minute and take too long to download. Realistically it is necessary to make the movies available on CD ROM and we will be using a Windows Help file as a way of delivering the movies. There are several Help file authoring tool available and one that I have used extensively is ForeHelp [4]. A Help file can be produced with the usual contents and index pages with little effort and programs can be launched seamlessly thereby permitting the running of ScreenCam movies.

6 Discussion

It would appear that the use of vicarious learning resources by students can benefit learning and also provide positive feelings of being part of a learning community. However the creation of such resources needs to be done very carefully so that they are relevant and of interest to learners. If a synchronous dialogue is to be recorded by the use of video or audio then it is important to use task directed discussions [7] to ensure that a relevant dialogue ensues. Asynchronous dialogues usually take place by email or bulletin boards, however
they can be made richer if a dynamic screen capturing tool is used. Finally the vicarious learning resources that have been collected need to be made available to other learners and to this end Lee et al created a web based dissemination system. Another approach is to use a Windows Help file for disseminating such resources assuming that delivery is to be by Wintel hardware only.

In the future I intend to look at capturing synchronous dialogues using a dynamic screen capturing tool. These would be both student – student and student - tutor where the two participants sit in front of a PC whilst having a dialogue concerning a program that is being displayed.
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Searching information in the WWW effectively and efficiently is an important vehicle for 21st century citizens to become lifelong learners. This study was to identify effective information-seeking strategies by comparing the strategies employed by the Internet novice user and those by the expert user. A searching task followed by an interview were undertaken in order to observe the strategies used by the subjects. Pre-task and post-task surveys were also administered to collect data relating to subjects’ background and self-efficacy toward using the Internet. Protocol analysis was used to analyze the verbal data collected in this study. The results showed that the expert and the novice employed different information-searching strategies in the following six aspects: computer self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration, and problem solving.
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1 Introduction

Lifelong learning has been recognized as an important goal of education in the twenty-first century [14]. With increasingly tremendous information to face everyday, searching desired information effectively and efficiently becomes a necessary skill for learning in such an information age [4, 6]. Due to its efficiency and popularity, the World Wide Web (WWW) is becoming a powerful vehicle for reaching the goal of lifelong learning.

However, it seems not easy for Internet novice users to search information effectively and efficiently via the web. For example, disorientation was reported as a problem that the novice explorers might have while navigating within a hyperspace [2]. It was often to lose directions if they were lack of self-conscious in searching motivation, strategies, results, and meanings. Borgman suggested future research to compare novice and expert users’ cognitive behaviors while they are doing a specific searching task in order to find the key factor to accomplish the task [1].

Prior research indicated that users’ metacognitive ability, orientation conscious, system knowledge, domain knowledge, and system design influenced users’ searching strategies while navigating in a hypertext environment [6, 10]. Users’ computer knowledge and information processing skills were particularly emphasized as important factors to determine a successful searching [4]. Except by improving the system design to help users perform self-reflection during the information-seeking process [9, 7], future research was suggested to evaluate the application of metacognitive skills in an Internet-based learning context [4, 5].

According to the literature about metacognitive strategies [12, 16], learners need not only to have self-conscious about their own learning but also have to know what strategies they can use and how to use them in order to enhance their metacognitive abilities. In addition, it is more important for students to know how to learn than what to learn in order to reach the goal of lifelong learning [14]. Teaching students about how to learn has been demonstrated to be effective to improve students’ achievement and attitudes in various learning domains [8, 13]. However, little research explored the strategies specifically for searching information in the WWW.

Hill [5] described a conceptual framework for how users formulate and employ information-seeking
strategies in open-ended information systems (OEISs), e.g. the Internet. Two stages of information seeking were presented in this model. The first was navigational stage, which included the following processes: purposeful thinking, acting, and system responding. The second was process stage, including evaluation, transformation and integration, and resolution. With limited metacognitive ability and unawareness of computer application skills, novice users tended to suffer information overloading. They often repeated the behaviors which were recognized in the navigational stage, but seldom performed the actions belonged to the process stage. However, experienced users were able to utilize the searching strategies that were recognized in both stages [5]. They also showed how to control and manage their searching process. It seemed that users' self-awareness about their own searching ability, self-reflection, self-control and self-management about their searching process were keys for successfully seeking information on the Internet.

In order to become lifelong learners, all citizens of the next century must know what strategies they can use for searching information effectively and efficiently on the WWW and how to use them. If the Internet is an important vehicle for lifelong learning, then identifying effective WWW searching strategies should be the first step to reach the goal.

2 Purpose

The purpose of this study was to identify effective WWW information-seeking strategies by comparing the strategies used by Internet novice users and experienced users. Therefore, the research question of this study was: What are the differences between the strategies used by Internet novice users and those used by Internet experienced users while searching information on the WWW?

3 Methodology

Two in-deep case studies followed by a between-case comparison were used to answer the research question. A college freshman, as an Internet novice user, and a college graduate working at a computer technology company, as an Internet expert user, were volunteered to participate this study. Both subjects were asked to perform a searching task alone through the WWW by using a web browser, Internet Explorer. The goal of the task was to find a freshmen course schedule of a specific department in a large university in Taiwan. The searching processes were both videotaped for observing subjects' searching paths, number of websites visited, and the time spent on each site. During the search, subjects were asked and continuously reminded to perform think-aloud in order to collect verbal information for protocol analysis [3] of their searching strategies. Pencils and blank answer sheets were issued to subjects for taking notes or answers.

Before searching, a survey was administered to collect subjects' Internet background, including their Internet using history, frequencies of Internet access, Internet access availability at home, Internet courses taken before, and self-efficacy about searching information on the WWW. Right after the searching task, subjects were given another survey to reflect their self-satisfaction toward their performance in the task. Subjects were further interviewed by the researcher if there was a need to clarify on the videotape. Subjects' searching paths, actions, responses, and think-aloud protocols were analyzed for each case and then compared between cases.

4 Results

Comparing the data collected from pre-task and post-task surveys, searching paths, verbal scripts and blank answer sheets, several different characteristics showed between the Internet novice user and expert user. First of all, the expert finished the task and got desired information after visiting 30 in 18 minutes, whereas the novice visited 19 websites in 24 minutes with a blank answer. Except for different searching results between the cases, this also showed that the expert’s navigating speed was as about twice as the novice’s. In addition, the expert spent less than one minute on each website, whereas the novice spent more than one minutes on five websites. This indicated that the expert processed and evaluated the information shown on computer screen much faster than the novice.

Besides, verbal scripts to complaint about system like “I hate it! It is so slow..” or to critique the website
design like “This is a poor website full of redundant information...” showed 9 times during the expert’s searching and 0 during the novice’s; however, anxiety or worrying responses like “How come I cannot find it...” or “I cannot...I just cannot find it...” showed 12 times during the novice’s searching but 0 during the expert’s. This suggested that the expert was confident to and believed being able to find the desired information; however, the novice users were coping with tremendous amount of anxiety toward reaching the goal of the task. This was concurred with their reflections in pre-task survey about their self-efficacies toward using computer technology.

Furthermore, navigation disorientation and system problems did not happen during the expert’s searching process, but happened in the novice’s searching process. The novice responses with “I understand it but just don’t know where to start...” “How did I get here...” and “Oh! My god. I made a mistake. What’s wrong with this?” This revealed that the novice user tended to get lost and became nervous after an error occurred. However, the expert showed confidence in controlling and regulating their searching process no matter what happened in the process.

Finally, the expert was familiar with how to use search engines and data base query systems; however, the novice showed some problems with them. This implied that knowing how to use helpful searching tools on the WWW is an important issue for successful searching. Besides, the novice showed little try-and-error strategies when problems occurred; however, the expert used this strategy a lot when a bottle net occurred. This indicated that try-and-error was an important problem solving skill for a successful searching in the WWW.

5 Discussions

Based on the results of this study, the differences of strategies utilized by the Internet novice user and the expert user can be summarized as following six aspects: computer self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration, and problem solving. Computer self-efficacy [11] means how users perceived their abilities toward utilizing computer technology. The expert user tended to have higher computer self-efficacy than the novice user. This strategy relates to users’ prior computer experience and believes about learning computers. Changing the novice users’ views or believes about their computer abilities might be a solution to enhance their searching effectiveness and efficiency.

Task anxiety refers to worrying about not being able to reach the goal of a searching task. This strategy relates to environmental expectation and support. Group searching task with peer support might be a solution to help the novice search information on the WWW. Search aids indicates to users’ knowledge and abilities to use tools that help search on the WWW, e.g. search engines and data base query systems. This relates to users’ prior-knowledge and experience of using a data retrieval system. Providing a metaphor of such a system and practicing the query skills could enhance the novice users’ abilities in this aspect.

Information processing refers to the ability to read in information from computer screen, select main ideas, evaluate, transfer, and integrate the information, and finally make decisions for the next destination. Strategies like looking through headlines and hyperlinks immediately after visiting a web page could help novice users to encode web information. Except encoding, many other strategies belong to this aspect. They include differentiating, monitoring, formulating, integrating, extracting, angling, collecting, controlling, decision-making, and reflecting [5]. In addition, this study shows evidence to support Hill’s [5] conceptual framework of seeking information in an open-ended information system. Because the novice did repeat the behaviors of the navigational stage [5], but seldom performed the actions belonged to the process stage [5]; however, the expert in this study did perform the actions of both stages and show how to control and manage his searching process.

Concentration means the ability to keep attention on the searching task. The novice was easy to be interrupted by unrelated program messages or outside interferes. Have the mouse pointing to text which is currently being processed or read the text loudly might help the novice concentration on searching task. Problem solving means the ability to use try-and-error strategy when problems occur during searching. This strategy relates to users’ creativity and problem solving styles. This strategy may be enhanced by successful practice experience.
6 Conclusions

The Internet novice users and expert users utilize different strategies to seek information in the WWW, an open-ended information system. Although the system design and users' system knowledge and domain knowledge may influence users' searching efficacy, users' metacognitive searching strategies may be enhanced through teaching and practice. By comparing the novice's and the expert's strategies used for seeking desired information through the WWW, this study identified six different aspects: computer self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration, and problem solving. Future research should further investigate each aspect and examine the effects of the training of these strategies on users' searching efficacy.
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A self-learning multimedia program was developed for English teachers' professional development in the integration of computers into the English curriculum. This program consists of four parts: (1) study guide (2) application cases (3) computer resources, and (4) related documents. In addition, a tool box is provided to gain access to a word processing system for taking notes, or to connect to a network discussion system for ideas exchange. This program was found satisfactory based on a preliminary evaluation. However, it will be upgraded continuously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.
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1 Introduction

It is said that the use of computer technology can create authentic and rich learning environments where learners' communication skills in English may be enhanced greatly.[1][2] To have such benefits, it is important to integrate computers into the English curriculum. In so doing, many factors such as computer technology, subject matters, learners, and even the environments all need to be taken into consideration. Above all, the key factor to successful integration is the school teacher. Teachers eventually need to take the responsibility of determining when and how to use computers, and assessing the effectiveness of computer use with their students.[3] However, a survey report in 1999 by the National Center for Educational Statistics still indicated such problem since only less than 20% of current teachers in American reported feeling very well prepared for technology integration.[4] The teachers in Taiwan also have the same problems. Neither do they know what kind of computer resources available, nor do they know how to apply them to their classroom instruction. In view of this, a multimedia program was developed for middle school English teachers so as to increase their competence and confidence in the instructional use of computers, and consequently to help them integrate computers into their instruction.

In the age of information technology, teachers are required to learn about technology. On the other hand, technology can be used to promote teacher professional development. For example, Hawkes proposed the use of network-based communication for teachers to gain access to professionally relevant knowledge.[5] However, the network installation is more complicated compared to that of cd-rom. Furthermore, the quality of Internet transmission for large amount of data such as videos is still below our satisfaction. Therefore, this multimedia program for English teachers currently resides on a cd-rom instead of a web site. However, technical support is available via telephone calls or e-mails. In addition, teachers can share ideas with others by connecting to a network discussion system.

2 The Developing Process
The Systems approach to instructional design has been adopted to guide the production of this multimedia program and thus to ensure the quality of its end product. On the whole, the process includes four phases, namely, analysis, design, development, and evaluation/revision.

2.1 Phase of Analysis

Based on the review of the literature, there is a need to enhance teachers' willingness, competence, and confidence in the use of computers in their English classrooms. Due to the advantages of convenience and flexibility, a self-learning multimedia program is proposed. Basically this program attempts to achieve the following goals: (1) to stimulate teachers to rethink the new roles of teachers in an information society, (2) to help teachers understand the principles and strategies of the classroom use of computers, and thus generate some possible ways of applications, and (3) to encourage teachers to follow the application cases and lesson plans provided by this program and actually apply computers to their classroom instruction.

2.2 Phase of Design

After several discussions with English teachers, English teaching experts, and instructional designers, a framework of this program is finally settled as shown in figure 1. The "study guide" gives an overview of the program's goals, operation procedures, and contents to help users get an overall view of this program in a short time. Thus the users are able to decide the best way to use the program to meet their own needs. The "application cases" provides several cases about teachers' classroom use of computers in English teaching. Since these cases are realistic, it is believed that they would give teachers strong inspirations and implications. Each case contains useful information including: (1) background of the school and the teacher, (2) lesson plan of using computers in his or her classroom, (3) "teaching on the spot" in the video format, (4) student reactions based on the questionnaire and interview data, (5) teacher reflections about this practice, and (6) related issues pointed out by the designer.

The "computer resources" lists the titles of cd-roms and web sites useful for English teaching. The publisher of each cd-rom and a short description of its content are provided. The address of each web site, a short description of its content, and the computer screen of its homepage are displayed. The "related documents" includes a set of helpful information regarding implementing computer technology. For example, the "future education" outlines schools, teachers, and English teaching in the future. The "use of computers" describes the strengths of computers, identifies types of applications, and presents samples of lesson plans. The "user guide" points out the issues of intelligence properties and computer ethics. It also includes software evaluation sheets. "The Implementation guide" reminds teachers of some factors that need to be taken into consideration in implementing computers in their classrooms. Finally, the "references" lists the titles of related articles and books so that teachers can get more detailed information if needed. In addition, a tool box is provided to gain access to the word processing system for teachers to take notes whenever they need, and to connect to a network discussion system for ideas exchange and sharing.

2.3 Phase of Development

The programming tool for this multimedia program is Authorware 5.0, and the program resides on a cd-rom to enable easy distribution. To collect the data for the "application cases", the whole teaching process of each case is video taped. Afterwards, the teaching process is divided into several steps. Accordingly, suitable video screens are selected for each step. These video screens are then transformed and stored in mpeg files. At the end of instruction, the student is asked to fill in an attitude questionnaire. Furthermore, the teacher and several students are interviewed. The whole questionnaires are then analyzed statistically, while the interview data are examined in depth.

2.4 Phase of Evaluation/Revision

English teachers, English teaching experts, and instructional designers are invited to participate in a preliminary evaluation of this program. The focus of this evaluation includes content, screen design, media effects, interface design, and system operations. This program will thus be revised and expanded according to their opinions and suggestions. In the future, a detailed study will be followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.
3 Results and Discussion

Based on a preliminary evaluation reports by two English teachers and one instructional designer, it was found that the program's content is plentiful and practical on the whole. Moreover, the screen design is of high quality, the interface design is user friendly, and the program's operation is easy and consistent. However, some of the video screens in the "application cases" look gloomy. Sometimes, it takes efforts to identify the key plot of these screens. Finally, it is suggested to increase the quantity and variety of the cases in this program.

In regard to the quality problem of the video screens, it is because the teacher turned off all the lights in the classroom to make more readable the computer displays by a portable projector. Consequently the quality of video recording was affected. As to the small number of the cases, it is because few English teachers ever used computers in their classrooms. Most of them dare not try it. The availability of the computer hardware is another problem. At that time, there was no computer lab available for English teachers. Therefore, the three cases currently included in this program all occurred in the regular classrooms where cd-roms, a notebook computer, and a portable projector were used.

To increase the quantity and variety of the cases in this program, two cases are collected afterwards. The two cases all occurred in the computer labs. In addition, e-mails and Internet resources were used. The program will be upgraded continuously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use. Questionnaires on computer literacy, and attitudes toward this self-learning program, as well as the design of lesson plans will be used to collect the outcome data. The net discussion tracking system, and the journal writing will be used to collect the process data. In addition, relevant suggestions will be provided regarding optimal strategies and necessary supports which go well with the use of this self-learning multimedia program.

4 Conclusions

A self-learning multimedia program was developed for English teachers' professional development in the integration of computers into the English curriculum. Based on a preliminary evaluation, the program was found satisfactory. However, it will be upgraded continuously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.
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The use of AV (audiovisual) media has had great impact on instruction in distance education. However, lack of a systematic methodology, existing instructional video programs cannot be used as effectively on Web as in the case of TV broadcast. Simply by digitizing video programs to AV streams will not gain much from learners' view. In our research, we propose the notion of structured script writing. The design and production of Web-based interactive video from structured script enhances reusability of content modules and reduces demand on network bandwidth. Most importantly, learners are able to conduct a hyperlink-style learning process which turns out to be much more effective than viewing video programs sequentially. Learning activities are also easily integrated with digitized media.
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1 Introduction

TV production has been an effective, though expensive way to create AV media for instructional purposes. Every finished video includes an amalgamation of elements recorded in a script. A script simplifies production by specifying what and how settings, action, and actors become part of the video so the director can plan ahead. Although TV production runs routinely, the quality and effectiveness of every instructional video differs significantly. It has been evidenced that the script stage is critical for successful TV production. In our research, we take script writing to another level; i.e., structured script. The major goals are as follows:

1. **Enhance reusability of content module:** The video programs can be partitioned into reusable modules such that instructional elements may be reused or shared among different programs. Structured scripts lead to a natural partition of video programs.

2. **Facilitate the design of Web-based learning material:** The notion of hyperlinks has been used in the production of Web-based learning and training material. Embedded standard and extended tags appeared in structured scripts can map video content to HTML-like format. The mapping can be automated by software.

3. **Reduce the demand on network bandwidth:** Without partition, video programs are streaming down to users' computers which are normally hooked up to the Internet by low bandwidth access lines. A proper partition by topic will eliminate the need to transfer the whole program and thus save 30% to 70% of bandwidth usage.

4. **Automate the production of Web-based interactive video:** A typical distance education institution produces an average of 40 video programs per semester. The length of a video program ranges from 30 minutes to 2 hours. This amounts to a mass production of instructional video programs within a very short timeframe. It is both a need and a demand to automate the transformation of traditional video program to Web-based interactive video. The channels of distribution can also be diversified.

5. **Enable flexible learning sequences:** Traditional TV broadcast forces learners' to follow a non-stop sequential format which is inconvenient and against the nature of individualized open learning. Web-based open learning provides a variety of learning sequences and formats.
2 Related Research

In our research, video-based instructional media refer to traditional studio production or live instructional activities recorded on tape for later broadcast or distribution [8]. From learners' point of view, simply by watching the instructional video offers no experience of interaction. However, the visual content along with good design at the script stage could provide great assistance to learners, especially in the area of distance education. The use of interactive video in instruction and learning has been practiced extensively in both academic and corporate environments [3,5]. Improvised video programs can hardly provide effective assistance in a formal learning situation which requires precision and in-depth coverage.

Including the script stage in the video production process is a legitimate choice in most successful cases [4,8]. However, the sequential and flat nature of traditional script does not leave much room for integration with other media and for adding interaction. Structured scripts, like HTML in WWW, open a new way for producing effective Web-based interactive video. Recent advances in virtual university and network-based education suggest widespread use of computer-based media [1,2]. AV media can become part of the computer-based media [7]. However, traditional institutions need to pay for extra investment on video production and distance education institutions need to find a way to transform their video assets to digital merchandise. Structured scripts will help solve the dilemma.

3 A Definition of Structured Script

A typical script includes a video and an audio part presented along a sequential timeline. Various techniques can be used to enhance the presentation of instructional content in a video program. The elements of a script may appear in any format listed in Table 1. The adoption of these formats depends on the nature of the program, the design by content and media expert, etc. A script may contain a combination of several different formats of presentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Popular presentation styles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Single performer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Talk shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Illustrated talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Demonstrations (music/dance/computer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Electronic insertion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most script writers are aware of different formats of presentation. However, few of them notice the formats' implications on how the video programs can be partitioned. Table 2 lists a typical script that follows traditional style. Based on the script, the director knows when, what and how to record on the tape. The actor is also aware of what should be performed by viewing the script. By the time the video program is finished, we need to scan through the tape to find a way to divide the program into video content modules. Just by looking at the script will not give us much clue about how the partition should be made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Non-structured script</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC Java Basics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. basic concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. related topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Without making too much change, we re-write the same script as shown in Table 3, the so-called structured script. In our definition, a traditional script is composed of a video and an audio part synchronized along the timeline. A structured script is, on the other hand, distinguished by the following features:

1. **The margin of divisible units should be clear.** Suppose the video program will be partitioned by topics, the start and end of a topic should be signaled by some sort of tags. For example, the STC tag in Table 3 denotes the start of the topic, Java.

2. **There exists a hierarchy that organizes and inter-relates all units.** For example, the script in Table 3 reveals a hierarchy shown in Figure 1. The elements in the video part must be organized by certain content-specific criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STC Java</td>
<td>(music)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC Java basics</td>
<td>Java is an object-oriented programming language. JDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. basic concepts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. related topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP cross-platform software development</td>
<td>(Java is noted for its support for cross-platform software development. Many Internet applications are written in Java.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My first Java program</td>
<td>Step 1. Enter MS-DOS mode,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 2. Type in a Java program,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 3. Compile and test the program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 suggests a taxonomy of video contents by the formats of presentation. There are other ways to classify the same information in a script; e.g., the table of contents of a course or a lesson. No matter which classification scheme is chosen, the content of a script will be structured according to some sort of criteria. The resulting structure leads to reusable content modules. In the design of Web-based content, these modules can easily be organized in hyperlink-style Web pages. In our research, structured script writing follows well-defined style guide which can be specified by the tags' syntax and semantics. In a practical situation, a structured script editor can be used to help follow the rules.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1. A hierarchy of elements**
4 The Process and Methodology

Although TV broadcast still plays a major role in reaching most audience, network-based media have been growing in a pace much faster than traditional media. Since all kinds of media can be digitized and integrated into computer files, there is possibility that video-based instructional media can also be distributed in the form of network-based media. However, the design and production of traditional video-based instructional media has not been guided along this direction. Most existing instructional tapes are not able to function at least as well on the network, not to mention adding learning activities or interaction to these video programs.

Our research is focused on establishing a methodology and a mechanism for producing instructional video that works for broadcast and is able to help learners on the network. We are not aimed to investigate technical details on post-production of digital media. Instead, we are trying to look for answers on the following question, "what kind of content in what format should be included in instructional videos and how?" Figure 2 shows an overview of the production process. TV broadcast is more expensive and less flexible than distribution through Web hosts. However, Web access consumes a significant amount of network bandwidth for AV streams. On the other hand, studio production of videos is expensive. In the same professional area, many topics are likely to overlap in different programs. To reduce cost and enhance effectiveness, we can take advantage of studio production of video programs by changing the process of the script stage in a way that finished videos can easily be transformed to Web-ready media. The script stage is critical since later production steps are all based on the finished script.

Figure 2. An overview of the production process

In order to achieve optimality among cost and effectiveness factors, there is a need to divide video programs to well-defined units. By well-defined we mean the unit should be complete and self-explanatory. Once the video program is divided into units, Web-based media will be feasible since viewers will not need to download the entire video program. The problem of reproducing the same content can also be avoided since the video unit is reusable. Obviously, the script stage is the most critical step toward a favorable solution. We re-shape the script writing process in the following ways:

1. Component-based script creation: Script writers or designers must be able to identify the components appeared in the script. Instead of dividing a script into components, we suggest a practice of component-based design at the beginning. Every component is identified by certain criteria; e.g., topic, presentation format, etc.

2. Hierarchical planning: The content of a script comes from a course or a lesson. The structure of the course or lesson is embedded in the script. At the script stage, how the content is divided or inter-related should be planned ahead. Later production of Web-based material will benefit from the pre-built hierarchy. Since the hierarchy is strongly content-specific, content expert should play the key role in this process.

3. Extended tag set: Existing notations used in script writing do not provide enough modeling capability for automated partition of structured scripts. We use an extended tag set. Part of the set is listed in Table 4. With this addition, it becomes feasible to develop a software editor for the creation and processing of structured script. The syntax and semantics of these tags are part of the style guide for structured script writing.
Once the script is created structurally, studio production can proceed as usual. The next step is to import digital Beta-cam video source onto a post-production workstation. The video source becomes computer files. Since the original structured script contains meaningful tags, we can divide the video file into content modules based on the semantics of these tags. Figure 3 shows that the content modules can then be incorporated in the design of Web pages. These pages may be used and reused in various lessons, courses, and curriculum. There exists a transition between toc (table-of-contents) style and hyperlink style domain-specific contents.

The video content modules have no interaction at all. To add interaction to Web-based material, a variety of learning activities can be designed and integrated with various instructional media [6]. Figure 4 depicts the flow of learning activities. Learners start to work on the assignment through the interface of the Web browser. The assignment has been designed to help learners follow a sequence of steps to get result for discussion. The learning process can be evaluated and repeated. After finishing the assignment, learners may perform a test to see their own progress and head to the next assignment. In Figure 4, we can see that the video components produced from structured scripts are used for creating Web-based learning material. With the addition of the interactive design, the original video components are transformed to interactive video.
5 Experience Report

We choose a computing course, Data Structures, to exemplify the reference model resulted from the research. The reference model describes a formal process for producing instructional video suitable for integration with other digitized instructional media. Feedback and analysis collected from activities and experience of teaching the course is used to explain the strength and weakness of our approach.

1. Learning with interaction provides essential experience for successful learning.
2. Video programs alone are not able to provide required interaction.
3. Structured scripts are helpful for designers of Web-based instructional material.
4. The extended tag set for structured scripts should be clear and easy to use.
5. The reference model needs more instances to exemplify the use of tags, style guide, partition criteria, etc.

6 Conclusions

The learning experience by viewing a video program is different from browsing through a CBT (Computer-Based Training) lesson. However, the video part of both; i.e., traditional video programs and CBTs, may come from the same studio production process. Structured scripts have the potential of making video programs suitable for both TV broadcast and Web hosting. Content experts will take more responsibility on improving the quality and effectiveness of instructional videos. Media experts should carry on to provide assistance on the integration of learning activities with video content modules. Technical staff will then have enough information to build Web-based interactive video and other related learning and instructional material.
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1 Introduction

The education reform is one of the main issues in Taiwan. It provides an opportunity for the universities to open a teacher education program. In teacher education program, its emphasis on pre-service, internship, and in-service teacher training. Therefore, the lifelong learning and teacher professional development become very important for teachers. In addition, the Department of education in Taiwan listed the lifelong learning as one of the main objectives since 1986. The government also declared the year of 1997 as the lifelong learning year (Yang, 1996). Hence, the result of this study, the TPD web site, is to enrich the lifelong learning environment for teachers to improve their professional knowledge.

Today is an age of information. The computer and Internet are changing our daily life. These new communication technologies will replace the traditional communication technologies (Hsu & Hsu, 1998). The traditional computer education emphasized the tutoring function. Although the CAI provides the learner control and independent study, it is lack of the opportunity to the students to explore their learning and to experience the discovering the results. On the other hand, the Internet connects all computers and all the information to be a big information sharing system. Moreover, people who are using Internet in education can learn the lesson in anytime at anyplace with any kind of computer system. The Internet changes the learning style from the physical, aerial, closed system into a virtual, long-distant, and opened learning environment. The result of this study is a teacher professional development website system. There is information for the pre-education students, for the interns, and for the in-service teachers.

One of the main characters in the information society is changing quickly. Teachers are asked to improve their teaching knowledge and skills while they are studying in the teacher education program, or practicing their teaching skill in the internship training, or attending workshop in their daily teaching job. The process of the teacher professional development begins from the pre-service education, and then into the internship education, and finally the education for the in-service teachers (chang & Hsu, 1996). In the pre-service education, students start to study a set of the education professional knowledge, and start to form their attitude, education vision, and education commitment in order to develop the special characters of the educator for these students (Jaoun, 1984). The teacher education program contains the teaching theory-based courses, the teaching method-based courses, and the teaching internship-based courses (Yang, 2000). During the teaching internship program, the students learn with the in-service teacher and the professor. The students get into the school system to learn all kinds of the knowledge and skills in school based environment (chen, 1995). For the in-service teachers, though, they are accumulating lots of teaching experience, they need to refresh their teaching knowledge and skills (Lee, 1996). Therefore, for those in-service teacher with different kinds of teaching needs, the education program should consider the teachers needs and encourage them to work together to help each other in order to meet their teaching needs (Moursound, Bielefeldt & Underwood, 1997). Hence, this study is based on the theory of the teacher professional development to development a virtual communication environment for teachers in order to achieve the goal of the teacher professional development.

The TPD web site will provide the information for all kinds of teachers. There are two purposes of this study. One of the purpose of this study is to enrich the literature of the teacher professional development. The other purpose of this paper is to build up a network-learning environment for those who are in pre-teacher program, internship, and on job training to improve their professional ability.
2 Conclusions

The result of this study is to build up a teacher professional development website (http://www.tep.tku.edu.tw/3ic). It contains pre-service education program courses, the information for the internship teachers, and the lifelong information for the in-service teachers. There is a virtual classroom to provide the teaching management function to teachers. In addition, it contains the communication function to various of teachers by using discussion groups or BBS. The function of the questionnaire is to provide a tool for action research. When teachers use this function to create the questionnaire and send it by e-mail or web, the system will collect and analysis the data.

This study is based on the theory of the teacher professional development to develop a website. The result of this study is not only to build up a teacher professional development website but also to enrich the literature of the co-operative learning model. By developing this virtual lifelong learning web system, the future studies on the co-operation between different kinds of teachers are needed.
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